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Stafi'Report

could speak
in Murray

A Murray State employee was arrested on
charges of stabbing another person during an
off-campus altercation Feb. 17.
According to a release, Murray Police
responded to an assault call at about 10:23 p.m.
on Farmer Avenue.
When officers arrived, they discovered roommates James Cavitt, 47. from Murray and Gordon

Jackson, 56, from Murray, bad been fighting.
Cavitt bad stab wounds to the abdomen and was
transported to the Murray Calloway County
Hospital where he died Monday afternoon.
Jackson had injuries to the face, but did not
want medical attention. Jackson was put in the
Murray-Calloway County Jail on first-degree
assauJt charges on a $100,000 bond. Other
charges may be pending.
Jackson, a building services technician, was

banned from campus, according to University
officials.
Jackson will go in front of a grand jury Monday
and will be put on administrative leave with pay
pending the outcome of the jury. according to
University officials.
Officers said alcohol could have been involved
in the fight.
Murray Police are continuing to investigate
the case.

A utumnBoaz
Editor in Chief
The Regional Special Events Center
could host more than graduation come
May.
Just days before several thousand grad·
uates stand front and center to receive
their diplomas, Democratic presidential
candidates Sen. Hillary Clinton and Sen.
Barack Obama and Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain could
steal the stage if the College Democrats
and College Republicans at Murray State ,
get what they want.
With the support of the University, the
two organizations are preparing to invite
the candidates to Murray State sometime
between May 5-8, allowing the candidates to make an appearance in Kentucky
just before the state's May 20 primary.
; Special Events Coordinator for the
Office of the President Josh Jacobs said
the idea was generated by readers'
responses to a recent topic discussed in
University President Randy Dunn's blog.
"As a response to discussion from the
president's blog surrounding Super Tuesday and the potential to host a presidential candidalt\ the President's office
reached out to the College Democrats
and the College Republicans to submit an
invitation to current viable presidential
candidates prior to the Kentucky primary," Jacobs said.
With graduation scheduled for May 10,
the RSEC would be set up for the event at
least a week in advance, Jacobs said, giving the University an already established
" - - - time and pl<tce to hold the event. But
becau!';c of the frt•c speech zone, which
was approved by the Board of Regents ·
Nov. 30, all speakers at the University
are re(juired to sign up at the Curris Cen·
ter prior to speaking on campus. Because
of this restriction, the University itself
Aqroup of Murray State students traveled to Frankfort. Ky~ Wednesday to protest higher education bud9et cutS; which were proposed by Gov. Steve Beshear.
cannot host the event. Instead, the
speech must be hosted by an alternative
organization, Jacobs ~aid.
That's where the College Democrats
and College Republicans came into the
picture.
draped over the balcony of the Rotunda, students further drove the point
Jason Morrow
Staff writer
home holding signs which read, "make higher education a priority" and
"We wanted to get student involve"I'm a budget cut."
.
ment and getting those groups involved
The walls of the Kentucky capitol building resonated with the shouts and
Before the governor spoke, students and mascots led the crowd in chants
was the first natural steps," Jacobs said.
chants of hundreds of university students from across the Commonwealth
In order to emphasize some of the benand gave their own speeches atop fold-out chairs, subsequently working
Wednesday in protest of the budget cuts to higher education proposed by
the crowd into a frenzy.
efits the candidates would reap from
Gov. Steve Beshear.
Magen Roberts, sophomore from Princeton, Ky., was part of the crowd.
making a stop in Murray. College DemocTwenty students represented Murray State at the Rally for Higher Edu"I don't want the students of Kentucky to suffer from a budget cut in any
rats President James Chamberlain and
cation, alongside students from seven other universities from acros~ Kenway, whether it's in KEES money or higher tuition," Roberts said. "I hope
College Republicans President Alex
tucky, all of whom rallied with one common purpose.
they're going to notice us, a school that is five hours away and still cares
Chalker, also plan to send the candidates
Jonathan Raj, junior from Murray, said he understands there has to be
about their education."
a proposal along with the invitation.
budget cuts, but not at the expense of higher education.
Student Body President Eric King, along with the other student body
The importance of the Kentucky's 51
"They shouldn't cut edue4ltion as much as 12 percent," Raj said. "I think
presidents, was in meetings throughout the day with various legislators and
delegates is the proposal's main fo<..-us,
they shouJd be giving more money to education instead of trying to cut
but the size of the RSEC - the largest
back education. It is important for us and for the future of Kentucky."
SA
Along with the rally's slogan, "Don't balance the budget on our back"
3A

Students protest educational budget cuts at state capitol
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Friends remember Murray State student after fatal automobile accident
Emily Wucbner
News Editor
One thing Patrick Hayden
will never forget about Joe
Coffey is his smile.
"He had a smile. Not just a
lip smile, but a fu ll-face
smile- teeth, Jips. eyes - he
had it all," Hayden said.
"When be was happy, you
knew it.''
Coffey, senior from Hickman, Ky., died in an automobile accident Feb. 14.
Hayden, graduate student
from Hickman, Ky., and Coffey grew up together and
knew each other through
their parents, who were also
good friends. Hayden said he
and Coffey, played sports
together and eventually both
began school at Murray State.
Coffey had just switched his
major to business and
planned tn work for his family's construction firm after
graduation, Hayden said.
"He was a year younger
than me and I kind of led the
way through," Hayden said.
•·we both loved sports. We
played football and baseball.
lt·was just natural that we followed each other through
school."
Hayden said he has 22
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Joe Coffey
years of memories and
couldn't pinpoint one more
significant than another. But
he said Coffey was spontaneous and always ready to
have a good time.
••If you needed anything, he
was ther:e for you," Hayden
said. "He'd do anything at a
moment's notice."
Hayden said Coffey would
be remembered as someone
who lived life to its fullest.
"He didn't take shortcuts,"

Hayden said. "He made the
most out of every moment."
Jerry Harp, senior from
Dover, Tenn., was rush chair
when Coffey was accepted
into Phi Kappa Alpha. Harp
said Coffey was up for anything, whether it was a spurof-the-moment road trip to
the lake or a trek to Mississippi.
"Nobody could hate him,"
Harp said.
"He was one of those guys

that you could just sit down
and talk to," she said. "He
loved to laugh and had a great
smile. He was one of the
greatest guys I knew."
Harp said there was a large
turnout at Coffey's funeral
Sunday.
"It was so amazing to go to
his funeral and to see how
many friends he had," Harp
said. "They had people in the
basement listening over the
loudspeaker. He had so many
friends. Everyone loved him."
According to a press
release from Kentucky State
Police, Coffey, 22, was driving his jeep cast on New Ky.
Hwy. 80 when he drove off
the left shoulder of the roadway into the median and corrected back toward the right.
After reaching the roadway,
the vehicle flipped two or
three times before resting in
the left hand lane. Coffey was
not wearing a seat belt and
was ejected from the vehicle.
Leah Barker, senior from Fulton, Ky., was a passenger in
the vehicle and was uninjured. Barker was wearing a
seat belt.

Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily. wuchner
@murraystate.edu.

Recent school shootings
. ..
r~es concern on campus
Emlly Wuchner
News Editor
When Sarah Mullen turned
on the television Feb. 14. the
news reports brought back
bad memories.
Mullen. junior from Paducah, Ky., was a student at
Heath High School during the
December 1997 shootings.
"Anytime something like
that happens, it hits close to
home," Mullen said.
On Feb. 14. a former student at Northern Illinois University in DeKalb. Ill., killed
five students and wounded 16
before committing suicide.
According to the Associated Press, it was the fourth
shooting at a U.S. school
within a week. At Louisiana
Technical College in Baton
Rouge, La., a woman shot and
killed two fellow students
before committing suicide. In
Memphis, Tenn., a student is
accused of shooting and critically wounding a fellow student after gym class and in
Oxnard, Calif.. a junior high
school student and victim of a

shooting was declared brain
dead Feb. 12.
Becky Watts, deputy to the
president, said since the Vir·
ginia Tech shooting in April
2007, Murray State has updat·
ed and put new technology in
place to increase safety on
campus.
Such
updates
include requiring identification to enter residential col·
leges, redesigning Racercards, installing a new outdoor warning system and
updating the building coordi·
nators manuaL
"We've done a full evalua·
tion of all prevention and
response mechanisms that we
have in place at the Universi·
ty and have made updates to a
number of those and in other
instances, while- not making
updates. just have made
efforts to increase awareness," Watts said.
Watts said although requir·
ing students to swipe their
card before entering their
residential college frustrated
some at first, the measure
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campus briefly

News Editor: Emily Wuchner
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phon e: 809-4468
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This week
•1 p.m. Team Roping Jnckpot; Expo Center; call 809-3039 for more information
•4:30 p.m. Rock-N-Rescue; Curris Center
Large Ballroom, $2
•7 p.m. Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Orchestra concert with tubaist Vel·
vet Brown; Price Doyle Performing Arts
Hall, free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Balzac
and the Little Chinese Seamstress"; Curris Center Theater. free
•7:30 p.m. "The Good Doctor"; 310B Wilson Hall. free

•1 p.m. Baseball vs. Bradley University;
Reagan Field, free
•S p.m. Dinner sponsored by the Newman
House; Newman Center, free

8:43 a.m. A caller from Blackburn
Science Building said the ROTC
would transport dummy rifles at
6:15 p.m. to the Curris Center and
return to Blackburn at 6:30 p.m.
2:06 p .m. Murray State Police
issued a citat ion to Darrell J.
Smith, junior from Calvert City,
Ky., for a false swearing. On Feb.S,
Smith reported a lost parking
decal. He filed an affidavit stating
the permit was lost, but after
investigation Murray State Police
determined Smith falsified the
affidavit to obtain another permit.
The original permit was given to
an acquaintance. An officer took a
report.
S:ll p.m. A caller from University
Drive requested an officer help a
motorist start a vehicle.

Monday
•S p.m. Leadership series workshop; Curris Center Ohio Room. free
•S p.m. Residential College Association
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
students .may share issues; open to the
public ·

Tuesday
•5 p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
Curris Center Barkley Room: students
may share issues; open to the public
•8 p.m. Freshmen and sophomore voice
recital; Price Doyle Performing Arts Hall,
free

Feb. IS

Wednesday

12:05 a.m. Murray State Police at

16th and Farmer Streets issued a
citation to Lee R. Cannon, nonstudent from Murray for not wearing
a seatbelt.
5:23 L m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Justin M. Parrish, nonstudent from Murray. for
disregarding a traffic control
device on Main Strt.•et near Dairy
Queen.
9:04 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
vehicle driving around and parking in the Innovation and Com1 mercialization Center parking lot.
•6:30 p.m. Belly dancing; Carr Health The driver was a student teaching
Dance Studio, $3 students, $5 non-stu- j another person how to drive.
dents
•7:30 p.m. Presidential Lecture Series featuring Robert F. Kennedy Jr.; Lovett
Auditorium, free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Sicko": 1 2:17 a.m. An officer was in the
Curris Center Theater, free
mall area with people who were
•7:30 p.m. "The Good Doctor": 310B W itopening and closing the gates.
son Hall, free
One person fled and the othenwo
people were warned not to play
ommg .p
with the gates. An officer took a
•llle littenleeb- 8 p.m. Marth 9; sponsored by report.
SGA, free
2:S8 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
• • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • •• .. • • .. • •• • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • College requested Emergency
Medical Services for help with a
•
OW
~ j medical conditio n. The caller
• Cinema International
: 1 made statements regarding their
: Sicko (USA):
: mental health upon EMS arrival.
Feb. 28-March 1
! EMS notified Public Safety. The
! The Uves of Others (Germany):
! caller was transported to Murray: March 6r8
: Calloway Emel'-"n~y ~QORL ~
: mental health referral was Issued.
: Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris ! 1 An officer took '3 report.
: Center Theater. Admission is free.
! 4:13 p.m. A caller from the mall
: ••••• •••••••• •• •• • •••• •••• • ••••••• ••••••• • : area reported possible drug activ•4 p.m. Hump Night-Study Night; Curris
Center Marvin D. Mills Multicultural
Center, free
•5 p.m. Student Government Senate meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room; students may share issues; open to the public
•5 p.m. Dinner: Newman House. free
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors Weekly
Word and Worship; Curris Center Theater

file photo

If you would like an event to appear
io the This Week section, rill out a Conn
in the Munay State News office at W
W~Htll , fQ .t~Jjur ~pudl

~rmafiOb to nm@'tnu~tate.edu.
,, Please submit events by Wednesdays
at ooon. We canoot guarantee all items
will be published.
1

Feb. IS

Feb.l4

Sunday

•10 a.m. Women's Center Workshop;
Curris Center Stables, free
•1 p.m. Women's tennis vs. University of
Evansville; Kenlake Stall! Park
•8 a.m. Barrell Racing Jackpot; EXPO
Center
•Noon Baseball vs. Bradley University;
Reagan Field, free
•4 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Samford
University; RSEC, free
•6 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Indiana State
University; RSEC, free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Balzac
and the Little Chinese Seamstress"; Curris Center Theater, free
•7:30 p.m. "The Good Doctor"; 310B Wilson Hall, free
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9:03 .,.. A caller told Murray State Polict
a male students was in the creek ne;xt to
the Calloway parking lOt. An otlk.'er said
the student was looking for snakes.

ity. An officer said the people
were smoking flavored tobacco
from a hookah pipt.•. An officer
took a report.

Feb.l7
2:24 a.m. A Murray State Police
officer from the Expo Center said
a child had been drinking and was
somewhat disruptive. The parents picked up the child. An officer took a report.
5:13 p.m. A caller from the Curris
Center said th<:re were two suspicious-looking people. The people
were gone upon officer arrival.
8:S3 p.m. A caller said there were
two people walking a~:ros s the
bridge above Chestnut Street on
the outside of the rails. An officer
did not make contact with the
people.

Feb. IS
12:01 p.m. An officer at 16th Street
ncar New Clark College requt!St·
cd Murray Police Department to
meet with some people regarding
an assault which occurred offcampus. The Murray Police
Department was notified. Murray
Police also issued a verbal warning for speeding.
5:29 p.m. A caller from the Chemistry wing of the scjcnce complex
said the "No Trespassing" sign on
the fence next to Olive Street fell
down. Central Plant was notified.
6:32 p.m. A caller from Olive
Boul1:1vard said two tour buses
were blocking the road. An officer
gave directions for bus parking
locations.
10:03 p.m. A caller from 14th
Street ncar Woods Hall notified
the Murray Police Department of
a vehicle accident involving a stu·
dent's parked car. The student
was notified.

Jennifer Nowak, senior from Murray. for speeding.
1:45 p.m. Murray State Police, at
Public Safety, issued a citation to
William C. Quick, freshman from
Lexington, Ky., for criminal mischief in the third degree. On Feb.
2 an officer took a reported
because a student had put his
hand through safety glass on the
rear door of Franklin College.
1:56 p.m. An officer from Broach
Street went to speak with a person who was wandering around
campus. An officer said the person was looking for a lost pet.

Feb.20
12:37 a.m. Murray State Police, at
Main and 15th Streets, issued a
citation to Joseph McCall, freshman from Murray, for disregard- ..
ing a traffic control device, dri·
ving without a license and not
showing an insurance card.
8:07 Lm. The grounds mainte- :
nancc employee at Franklin Col· :
lege said someone sprayed liquid :
styrofoam on the bricks around :
the dumpster and tried to light it !
on fire. The Murray Fire Depart- ;
ment and the state fire marshal :
were notified.·
9:47 a.m. A caller from Public :
Safety reported a parking decal :
theft. An officer took a report for :
theft by unlawful taking less than :
$300.
:
1:10 p.m. Murray State Police •
issued a citation to Jason Hoskins. :
nonstudent from Benton, Ky., for :
theft of muncy by unlawful taking •:
less than $300. On Jan. 18 an offi- :
cer took a rewrt at Winslow Din- '
ing Hall for theft by unlawful taking less than $300.
Motorist assists -4
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests· I

Robin J>hclps compiles Police Beat •

Feb.l9
1:32 p.ln.. Murray State Police, at
Five Points, issued a citation to

with matenals Public Safety pro- ·•
vides. All dispatched calls are not ;:
/istl!d.
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From Page l
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venue west of Louisville. Ky .. - and the wide range of media coverage from nearby cities including Nashville. Tenn., Memphis,
Tenn.. Paducah, Ky., Cape Girardeau Mo.. Carbondale Ill.. and
Evansville, Ind., are also highlighted in the proposal.
Although the event is still in its first stages of planning, Chamberlain, junior from Madisonville, Ky., said the event would not
only be important for the University, but for the entire region.
"This would bt• an awesome thing for the University," he said.
"Our area is one of the poorest regions in the nation. We're one
of the most lagging states in the country and we want to change
that and bring prosperity to this area. We want our people to be
able to decide which candidate can bring this change."
Because Obama and Clinton have been neck and neck through·
out the Democratic race, many, including Chamberlain and
Chalker, junior from Mayfield, Ky .. believe Kentucky could prove
to be a major factor in determining which candidate receives the
Democratic nomination. Kentucky. with its 51 delegates, hosts
one of the four final primaries in the nation.
Although Kentucky's swing vote ability might add to the
excitement of the race, Chalker said he thinks Kentuckians
should not have to wait until May 20 to voice their opinions..
"Maybe if (Kentucky> could become a major contender. then
they could potentially move (Kentucky's) primary to an earlier
date, so (Kentuckians) would have more of a choice on the candidate," Chalker said.
The College Democrats and College Republicans are now
looking for support from the community and other campus orga- ·
nizatiQns, but no official decision has been made about the event.
Initial contact with the candidates, however, has already been
made.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at autumn.boaz@murraystatc.cdu.

resulted in safer living spaces.
But Watts said maintaining
safety in academic buildings
is much harder.
"That is a big philosophical
question, that if you think
about, society in general - the
world - has open access,"
Watts said. "We have open
access to University build·
ings, we have open access to
malls, we have open access to
movie theaters. In our society, there is a high value on
freedom and with that freedom comes sume inherent
risks. Those things are basically in balance - the greater
the freedom, the greater the
risk.
"Everything that you do.
you want to put as many safety precautions in place as possible, but you also have to recognize the nature of what a
university campus is and student's ability. to travel freely
throughout the campus,"
Watts said. "We put safety
precautions in place to
address those greatest risks."

3a

Watts said one of the most
important things during an
emergency situation is a students perceptiveness. By analyzing the situation, students
can quickJy determine what
the next necessary step may
be.
"Their eyes and ears arc
also an overly important
aspect of awareness,'' Watts
said. "If they see something
that doesn't look quite right,
make the call. That's why
Public Safety is there."
After students quickly
determine the problem, Watts
said all of the other campus
security measures, like the
outdoor warning system.
come into play. Officials arc
also trying to install a phone
system that would send messages to all campus phones if
there was an emergency. The
system could also send text
messages to students' phones.
"Once the first alert comes,
that's when all of these things
kick and take place," Watts.
"Those first crucial sec-

onds, it is very much an individual ... that's facing a danger
of some sort, but that's why
the education· is so important."
University officials are continuously looking for ways to
maintain safety on campus by
talking with other universities
and attending conferences.
"We will constantly be
looking for ways that we can
improve communication and
technologies that might be
able to help us in both prevention and response,'' Watts
said. "Murray State University has education, prevention
and response measures in
place to assure the highest
possible safety flrst."
Lucas Miller, graduate student from Murray, said be
also feels safe at Murray
State. especially with police
officers present and video
cameras spread out across
campus.
"It's not such a spread out
campus," Miller said.
"The response time if

something happens would be
pretty quick, it seems."
Sarah Fuller, sophomore
from Owensboro, Ky., also
said the presence of law
enforcement officers is comforting.
"I feel like the Public Safety
guys do a good job as far as
being around on campus. I sec
them on campus," Fuller said.
"As of now I don't have a reason to feel unsafe. Of course,
ru always be cautious, but
that's with anything."
Fuller said the required
card access to enter residential colleges is one of the best
safety measures at the University.
''There's only so much a
university can do," Fuller
said. "I think a lot of it comes
with student responsibility
letting people know if they
hear something or see something or if a friend has a
need."
Emily Wuchncr can be
reached at emily. wuchncr
@murraystatc.edu.
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the news

Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Students rally for higher education
SGA lobbies lawmakers

)~ ~ L!}(_

formnoreschool~ding

with budget mnanagntent

--

-

-- ---

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of The Murray State News.
The Student Government Association traveled to Frankfort, Ky., Wednesday to lobby legislators to take a second
look at higher education budget cuts.
Twenty SGA members, including SGA President Eric King,
protested with hundreds of other students from eight public
Kentucky universities.
With chants of "Don't balance the budget on our backs"
and "We are worth it," students made their voices heard in
the dome of the the capital building just feet from Gov. Steve
Beshear's office.
Beshear did finally grace the student crowd with his presence and for about four minutes made promises to keep
higher education as one of his priorities.
When Beshear spoke, he complimented the students at the
rally for participating in a democratic form of government.
As students, we want to compliment you as well - Gov.
Beshear. You did a great job at being elected to office. Thank
you for participating in our democratic form of government.
Now, can you please work some of your negotiating skills,
which got you elected, to fix the Kentucky budget crisis?
The Murray State News champions the actions of the SGA
and the Board of Student Body Presidents for putting a rally
together to try to ignite change in the Kentucky legislature.
Politicians have traditionally ignored the voices of young
voters because they usually are not the largest demographic
group of voters in an election.
Every year college becomes more expensive, and every
year state funding for higher education gets trimmed a little
more.
With this protest, students are saying enough is enough.
Politicians may think they are governing an apatlietic, complacent, do-what-you're-told youth, but in actu ali~ they have
sorely underestimated the impact young, educated students
can have on a society.
The Murray State News encourages students to take a
stand for higher education funding. Not only is the quality of
our education at stake, but also the quality of our lives.

John McCain: America's champion of bipartisan politics

what do you think•••
canstudents canmake animpact on the Kentucky budget crisis?
''Yes, I think the more people that have a
voice will have a stonger effect. It is
important to get college students' input."
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In My
Opinion

Julie Wood • Lou_isville, Ky.
sophomore

' No, I don't think they would take students as seriously, but I don't think it
would hurt to try.'
Chuc~.Lauder • Centralia, Ill.

junior

Jordan
Smith

"No, legislators already know we don't
want budget cut. but that still shouldn't
deter us from trying."

Jordan Smith is a
senior majoring in
political science
from Senath, Mo.

Jack Findley · Jackson, Tenn.
junior

"Yes, because change comes from the bot·
tom up. If students start something then
maybe the government will listen. •

Patrick Wallace • Hanesville, Ky.
junior

First of all, in response to an article ln the
paper a few weeks ago, I think it is important for
everyone to understand that calling the president of the United States, no matter who he or
she might be, a "retarded cowboy" is probably
not "I~blic Ivy League" material.
I have had some professors in my day who
were not fans of President Bush, but no one has
ever referred to the president as a "retarded
cowboy."
As a matter of fact, the Murray State political
science department is actually quite respectful
when speaking about all of our leaders. What a
concept?
The real reason behind this commentary,
however, is to point out the kind of real statesman and "change agent" in John McCain. If you
were to look up bipartisan in the dictionary, you
would see a picture of Sen. McCain.
What other Republican or Democrat in our
era of blue state/ red state crosses the aisle as
much as McCain? I can see clearly why he is
called a "maverick" in the U.S. Senate.
McCain is a loud advocate against the use of
waterboarding in interrogating terrorists.
McCain sponsored campaign fmancc reform
to encourage more Americans to stop spending
their fortunes on political campaigns.
McCain led the Jack Abramoff Senate investi·
gation, which ousted shady politicians taking
bribes.
McCain was the loudest critic of the Rumsfeld
strategy in Iraq and called for the current surge,
which is working despite many politicians'
extreme denial of it.
McCain was one of the first senators to sponsor legislation to address the threat of global
warming.
Docs this sound like a run-of-the-mill D.C.
politician?
To me this sounds like change, real change,

and a living legacy of change in Washington,
and being unpopular for it within his own party.
Yet McCain does not mind because he is one
of the few rare breeds of politicians who stands
up for what he believes in and tries to do what
is best for the American people, despite the
political consequences.
It blows my mind that even though politi·
cians and the media are calling for an end to the
era of divisive politics, what do they do?
They, of course, do their best to polarize and
label. Ultimately, l think the media enjoys dividing, as do many politicians.
One prime example of that is the way in
which the left and right wing media elite have
begun to paint McCain as either "too conserva·
tive" by our liberal friends or "too liberal" by
our conservative friends. I think the pundits and
politicians who live and breathe divisive politics
are terrified of john McCain, and if you are looking to continue party line voting, you should be
too.
So, I run going to end on this: It is very easy
for politicians to say, "Let's giv.e up the division
. in American politics," for the purpose of fooling
you to vote for them, but which candidate has a
history of living bi partisanship?
l think you will find rhat none other than our
"maverick" friend, John McCain. l also challenge everyone to end the hateful attacks concerning our politicians and leaders, even the
ones you don't like.
l am so sick of Ann Coulter and Rush Lim·
baugh tormenting everyone from McCain to
Edwards in the news.
Yet at the same time, lets not have a double
standard here at Murray State and let's really
show Ann and the rest of the media that Murray
State students only engage in "mature, independent and creative thought," when discussing
leaders, from both sides of the aisle.

Kristen Miller/The News
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A group of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different topic each week.
This week's topic:

___.OCU ~

The Oscars
Whitney
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writer
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Charlotte
Kyle

Staff
writer
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Zani----..

Caitlin
Dunnagan.
Photographer

Don't be the crazy-drunk
underager at the party

We have all been
there. You arc at a col·
lege soiree, just minding your own business,
mingling with your
peers, maybe munching on some pretzels.
It's a good time. The
beat is bumping, alcohol is flowing and the
"l think Seth Rogen should win
"Denfinitely. Matthew
"Hal Holbrook is nominated for
"l didn't see 'Michael Clayton.'
night is young.
for his roles in 'Superbad' and
McConaughey, because... well
best supporting actor. I can't
but I'm pulling for George
Then BAM, all of a
'Knocked Up.' He is absolutlcy
have you seen him without a
imagine living alone in the
sudden,
your
fun
Clooney just because."
hilarious and keeps the audience
shirt on? But since he's not up L . __ _ _ __.~ comes to a screeching
Alaskan wilderness."
laughing from start to finish."
f9r one, Tommy Lee Jones.''
halt. You look over and
Alaina
sec one of your freshZanin
man
friends
who
tagged along, prccari·
ously standing on the coffee table, shak"Ellen Page. I never got a
"l think Penelope Cruz should win
"Ellen Page in 'Juno.' Also, can
ing his or her groove thang and about to
"Can't go wrong with Kate
chance to sec 'Juno,' but it
for her role' in 'Volver.' She is a
she be my best friend? She's
lose their last ounce of dignity by giving
Hudson."
seems like a down-to-earth
very dynamic actress. She adapts
super."
party-goers a show they did not ask to
relatable movie.''
well to any role and is simply
see.
beautiful."
You know you w ill spend the remainder of the evening playing babysitter and
waiting for the moment your friend
makes the I-don't-think·I'm·going-tomake-it-to-the-bathroom look in order to
"1 think '300' should win. This
"Without a question, 'Atonebe ready with some sort of puking recep"'Darfur
Now,'
it's
a
great
action-packed
war
movie
kept
'"Juno.'
because
Paulie
Bleeker
is
ment,' It's like a sophistocated
tacle.
movie, maybe it would open
everyone on the edge of their
totally boss.''
Hallmark card. "
Underage drinking. Face it, it happens.
some eyes to the subject."
seats and had people all across
Whether it's a glass of red wine with
the country yelling. 'I am Sparta!".
the parents or a frothy cold beer freshly
poured from a keg · most young adults
who want to drink alcohol before their
21st birthdays have more than ample
opportunity to do so.
Let me be clear, I am not condoning or
suggesting underage drinking is :.1 positive
thing. All I am saying is that it occurs.
Ignoring underage drinking just adds to
the problem.
Compare it to abstinence-only sex education. Teenagers are still going to discover sex. Telling them not to do it and
making them feel guilty is not going to
educate them. It's just going to keep them
in the dark.
Many underage drinkers don't know
how to consume alcohol responsibly and
run into many unforeseen problems as a
result.
Since I'm graduating in a few months, I
feel the need to bestow some upperclassmen knowledge to the inexperienced
drinker.
I hate to say it, but there is a double
standard between males and females
when it comes to safely consuming alcohol.
Girls, you arc not furthering the women's movement by going shot-for·shot
with a guy you just met to prove you can
drink just as much, and then passing out
on his couch with your bare derriere
hanging out for the world to see.
The hung~over walk of shaml' the next
morning is nothing compared to what
could have happened.
Women can be more vulnerable than
men. Sorry ladies. there is no room to be
naive, even as a freshman.
Also, it is not cool to get sick all over
someone's flowerbed and then start making out w ith the next random person you
see.
Not only do you probably taste and
hers are the ones choosing
educational needs, publishquite a bit with the "Can
her feelings with him. And smell horrible, that person is probably
Textbook publishers do
ers work closely with faculthe textbooks, based on
guys learn to break the Man
if the boyfriend's attitude taken. The excuse "I was drunk" is not
care about book costs
what they believe best suits
ty to customize learning
Club mentality?" article.
doesn't change (indicating going fly in this situation.
The recent article, "CamGuys are Jess likely to get taken advan~tudents' needs. Publishers
The article described how
materials that arc specifihe really docs not care),
puses adopt textbook rental
cally ucsigncd for each
go to great lengths to make
many men ditch their girlthen it is clear that the rela- tage of. They arc bigger therefore they
plan. University Bookstore
can drink more.
individual classroom. Still.
faculty fully aware of all
friends in lieu of drinking.
tionship is not working.
disregards idea," (Feh. 8)
Here are a few words of advice for the
of
the
purvideo
games,
Women
(and
men)
textbook
options
and
students
already
can
playing
fails to accurately describe
chase "bundle" components
corresponding price inforwatching sports and genershould be true to who they I underage male drinker:
the rcalitie~ of the textbook
mation. Faculties have
a Ia carte directly from pubal male riff-raff.
are and be loved for it. If I •No matter w hat your friends say. the
market. Publishers underaccess to price and product
lishers' Web sites.
this isn't the case, then they marker they used to draw male genitalia
stand student concerns
The article alluded that
pubIn
the
end,
publishers
were
not
interthese
men
information
through
about college costs and
should muster up some on you is permanent.
lishing marketing represl!n·
share the common goal of
ested in spending time with
self-respect, dump the per- •Most girls at the party do not actually
have responded by offering
tativcs
and
online
hdping students succeed,
their girlfriends' and,
son they arc with and move want to see you streak through the quad.
more textbook and course
resources.
and they an~ committed to
apparently, do not even
material (lptions then ever
on to someone who docs •Don't pick a fight. Even if you think you
parenjoy
their
girlfriends'
A
quick
Internet
search
working
with
students,
truly care about them. I can win, his friends arc probably• bigger
before. including lower·
'using a textbook's ISBN
ents, faculty and institucompany after the "honeydon't think that this type of than your friends. Plus, remember you
cost options such as abbrearc underage. When you fight, police get
Standard
(International
tions to makl' this goal a
relationship is impossible.
moon" stage. These actions
viated editions. no-frills
Book Number) or a text's
reality.
If anything, it just takes called and you get a ticket.
leave the girlfriends lonely
editions, custom books and
Lastly, there are some rules that arc
title
and
author
will
yield
time, patience and work.
and abandoned.
thousands of e-books.
Stacy S. Skelly
Ab~ve all, it takes a whole steadfast and unchanging for all drinkers.
hundreds of price and prodBelieve me - I understand
Textbook costs account
Do not drink and drive. Do not drink
uct information sources.
Assistant Director for the
how it feels to be ditched or
lot of self-respect.
for an average of less than 5
and
drive. And do not drink and drive.
deserted. But I don't think
In regards to the
Higher Education AssociaIt applies to both men
percent of direct higher
Walk
your drunken little butt home
"bundling"
of
tc.xtbooks,
an
tion of American Publishers
men should have to break
and women, and in my
education costs. In fact, the
the
party and next time, when your
from
any sort of mentality to
overwhelming majorit)' (86
opinion, people deserve
average student in 2006
friends
tell
you to put down that cup, do
percent) of instructors
make a relationship work. If
nothing less.
spent about $670 a year on
Student disagrees with
it.
If
not
for
your sake, for everyone else.
require or recommend supa boyfriend is acting in
textbooks, ;:~ccording to
relationship rules
plemental
materials
to
Stephanie Galla
ways that the girlfriend
independent
research
· After reading the opinion
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
ensure their students sucdoes not agree with, she
Senior
group Student Monitor.
section of l:lst week's paper.
The Murray State News. She can be
cess. To meet students'
should fll'St communicate
Glen Ellyn. Ill.
In addition, faculty mcmI found myself disagreeing
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
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Safe on the terrain

University welcomes
researchers from China
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Students at Murray State
aren't the only ones who can
have the opportunity to study
abroad and experience new
cultures.
The People's Education
Press (PEP), China's largest
publisher of elementary, middle and high school textbooks,
sends up to four visiting
resenrchers to Murray State
every year and in return, they
host Murray State faculty for
two weeks in the summer.
Bill McKibben, international student adviser, said the
exchange program is a wonderful opportunity for both
parties.
"In my opinion, it really
promotes a good relationship
between Murray State and the
PEP," McKibben said. "Murray State is very fortunate to
have this relationship with the

Acro~s

PEP. We learn so much from
each other."
Currently, there are two
PEP representatives in Murray.
Qin Kongji and Qiao Guocai
are residing in a house owned
by Murray State located on
Waldrop Drive, which is
specifically reserved for PEP
researchers and visiting
scholars.
The Discover China Program I is the name of Murray
State's portion of the
exchange program.
Melanie McCallon, study
abroad coordinator for the
Institute for International
Studies, said the applications
for the program are due in
September. Those participating spend 10 to 12 days in June
being hosted by the PEP and
seeing historical sights.
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.

campus

S.1rah Furtkamp/contributor

Blake Cotton (left) and Tim Eason, nonstudents from Louisville, Ky., ride their ATV's at Turkey Bay.
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Commonwealth attorney arrested
Mike Ward, the Commonwealth's attorney for Calloway and
Marshall counti~s. was arrested Saturday night on charges of
drunk driving after a caller told 911 about a swerving driver on
the road. Ward has been released on bond and his arraignment
is set for March 14. Circuit Judge Dennis Foust is calling for
Ward's resignation, but the attorney has made no indication he
will Jo so. Ward is facing a $500 fine and/ or up to 30 days in jail
if he is convicted.
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Kentucky ranks high in ATV deaths
Robin Phe lps
Assistant News Editor

topped a national list of states
I withKentucky
the highest fatality rate caused by all-

terrain vehicles in th<.~ Consumer Product
Safety Commission's annual report
released Feb.l4.
The report indicated Kentucky had 367
ATV-related deaths recorded during 2006;
the reporting is ongoing.
Regent purchases law school
Not only did Kentucky rank within the
top five in ATV-related deaths, the report
L.txmaiah Manchikanti, a member of Murray State's Board of also showed among these deaths, about 30
Regents, has purchased 75 percent of the stock in American Jus- percent were children younger than 16
tice School of Law. The for-profit ~aduca_h. KY:· .taw school years old.
~ecently ha~ three former owners resign t~e1r posl~tons foll~w- J With Pennsylvania, California, West
1?g a lawsUit by st~dents after tb~ s~hool failed t? WI~ accredtta- Virginia and· Texas in the lead, the comtton by the Amcncan Bar Assoctahon. Manch1kant1, who also mission has raised awareness about this
owns and operates the Pain Management Center of Paducah, was 1 nationwide killer. Since 1982. 8,104 deaths
~ble to purchase the stock. by agreeing to assume th.e $1.5 ~illion have been caused by ATVs.
m bank loans the three pnor owners guaranteed usmg the1r per- J Wade Balmer, general manager of Town
sonal finances.
and Country Motorsports, said demo. .
• M
h graphics could be the cause of Kentucky's
COrreSpODd ent viSiting CampUS ~ arC high rank.
Murray State and the Jewish Federation of Southern Illinois,
"It's because of our rural location; there
Southeast Missouri and Western Kentucky are sponsoring Sagi j arc a lot of fa:n•crs h~rc.:· Balmer said.
Rebecca L1ppard, JUDior from Powell.
Bashan to speak on "Seven Years Under Qassam Rockets:
Account of a Field Journalist." Bashan, a regional news corre- Ohio, said she agrees Kentucky's location
spondcnt in southern Israel, began reporting1n 1995 and has cov- is a factor.
"We used to ride around on my uncle's
ered a wide variety of stories. Ba.'ihan will be speaking March 6
in Faculty Hall room 208. Admission is free.
farm through the hills and woods when we
1

!
I
I

I

were little," Uppard said. "I think it's
because Kentucky's a really big place with
a lot of farms. We have a lot of open land
where people can ride outdoors. There's
nothing really for people to do."
Though Balmer said location might be
one cause of the high ATV-related death
rate, he also said lack of safety and education could also be attributed.
"You've got to educate kids before you
let them ride, and that occurs on a parental
level," Balmer said. "To me it's like saying,
'Here's the keys to the car."'
While Balmer admits children are a
major group affected by the injuries and
deaths caused by ATVs, which can reach
speeds of some cars, he also said many
other people suffer the repercussions of
careless riding.
"There's a wide variety of issues that arc
being disregarded whlch are causing these
high numbers," Balmer said.
Town and Country Motorsports
requires ATV purchasers to sign a contract stating they will obey the rules outlined in the document and they are also
paid to attend an ATV safety course.
Instructed by a member of the ATV
Safety Institute, ATV owners learn to
wear the proper safety gear, how to
maneuver over hills and ruts and infonnation about speed.

MAKE MONEY
BY RECYCLING!

Balmer said this course is a fun and safe
way to learn about ATVs in prevention of
accidents and injuries.
With over 141,000 injuries reported by
the CPSC's 2006 report, Balmer said it is
pertinent to' take' the course.
The CPSC outlines several tips like
being trained, wearing protective gear.
never riding as a passenger or riding with
a passenger and not driving under the
influence in order to operate ATVs safely.
While these guidelines may appear to be
very simple, Balmer said if a rule is disregarded, a less than preferable outcome
could result.
"This happens when at least one of
those rules are broken," Balmer said. "That
shows people aren't respecting ATVs as
vehicles."
Selling several hundred ATVs within a
year to customers between the ages of 16
and 35, Balmer said A1Vs are popular. but
they could soon fade from the scene.
"We're starting to see a trend of people
buying utility-terrain vehicles; it's a huge
trend right now," Balmer said.
Balmer said UTVs could be a safer alternative since people use them as a tool.
Said Balmer: "Overall. it's ~bout educating the people who are riding them."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.
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Collect cans for recycling! (55¢Jib). Contact
Jerry or Trlsh at Key Auto Parts & Recycling.

YOU CAN
DELIVER
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Group teaches outdoor awareness
Hailey Kercheval
Staff writer
They live in the back of a Subaru
Outback. They teach outdoor ethics
to millions of people across the
country each year. They are the
Leave No Trace Traveling Trainers
from Boulder, Colo.
On Monday, these travelers spokl'
to Murray State students and to
members of the community about
the Leave No T race Center for Out·
door Ethics and its mission.
Leave No Trace is an international
non-profit organization whose mission is to teach responsible enjoyment and active stewardship of the
outdoors by all people, according to
its Web site.
"We arc not here to give a list of
rules, we are not the law," trainer
Emily Ressler said. "WI! are here to
teach you how to protect the outdoors now and for years to come."
Trainer J.D. Tanner began the
Leave No Trace workshop in the
Curris Center ballroom with a presentation on the history of the program.
"The idea of Leave No Trace has
been around since the 1960s." he
said. "As the volume of visitors to

state and national parks increased,
land maru~gers came up with the slogan, 'Pack it in, pack it out,' to help
control trnsh build-up."
In 1994, the National Outdoor
Leadership School (NOLS) and the
United States Forest Service <USFS)
got together and developed Leave
No Trace into its own organization,
Tanner said. Subaru offered its support in 1999 by providing vehicles
for Leave No Trace educators,
enabling them to reach millions of
people each year iru;tcad of thousands.
The tra_i'ners emphasized the
importance of outdoor ethics for
everyone.
"Between the years 1950 and 2000,
visitors to national parks increased
from 33 million to 287 million annu·
ally," Tanner said. ''Wt.• arc loving
our public lands to death."
There arc seven Leave No Trace
principles. When applied to outdoor
activities, these principles help ••
reduce human impact on the environment: Plan ahead and prepare,
travel and camp on durable surfaces.
dispose of waste properly, leave
what you find, minimize campfire
impacts, respect wildlife and be considerate of other visitors.

.

.

"We highly encourage people to
visit our Web site," Ressler said. "It
gives specific details on how to
apply these principles. You can also
look up who your state advocate and
local land managers are for further
information on your area."
Many outdoor enthusiasts were
present at the workshop - rock
climbers, cyclists, hikers. b:tckpackcrs, boy scouts and snowboarders.
One avid climber. logan Smith,
expressed his excitement about having the Leave No Trace trainers on
campus.
"I'm glad they're bringing awnreness of Leave No T race to people
here (in Murray)," Smith, a junior
Elementary Education major from
Smithland. said. "It's all about sustaining the environment for me and
for future generations."
Smith said he encourages others to
usc common sense when engaging in
outdoor activities, and to "try not to
do things that would have obvious
negative effects to the environment."
Andrew McKinney, senior outdoor recreation major from Madis·
on ville, Ky., and member of the Murray State cycling team, echoed
Smith's sentiments.
"These principles arc important

Mist~·

leave No Trace trainer J.D. Tanner leads a workshop In the Curris Center Ballroom Mon·
day. Students learned the history of the prOQram and about outdoor ethlcs.
for preserving the outdoors for years
to come," he said. "Leave No Trace
may come across as hippie-ish, but a
lot of research is behind it from both
the National Parks Service and the
USFS. It really docs p reserve wilderness a nd general recreation areas for
everyone, and that is something that

Visiting fellow prepares for trip to Murray State
Mia Walters
Staff writer
There will be many visitors to Murray State
during next week's Engagement Conference, but
Raichcllc "Rai" Glover is one who will also be
here to sip coffee with .students. Josh Jacobs said.
Jacobs. Special Projects Coordinator for the
Office of the President, invited Glover, a
Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow. to campus
during the conferem·c. She will be in Murray
Feb. 25·29.
"l feel like she will be a good fit here next
week," he said. "She is dynamic, young, and
seems like a really cool individual."
Glover has experience in a range of activities
related to banking, business, marketing, branding
and philanthropic events, Jacobs said.
According to its Web site, the Woodrow Wil·
son Visiting Fellow program is designed to send
"highly regarded , ac!;omplished individuals to
colleges across the country."
This is the fu-st time a Woodrow Wilson Visit·
ing Fellow has come to Murray State, Jacobs said.
Glover wilJ'be speaking in the third plenary ses-

sion during the Engagement
Conference. which is a new
addition to the annual Presi·
d ential Lecture Series.
"This conference is abou t
boosting the impact of th e
Presidential Lecture Series,"
Jacobs said. "Rai's speech is
called 'Engagement with
Integrity' and will cover the
L.....-~11:1....--1 idea of backing words with
actions. I think she'll really
Josh Jacobs have a unique perspective on
Special Projects it."
Coordinator
Along with the plenary session next T hursday, Glover
will also be visiting classes and student organizations.
"We really tried to get her as broad of interac·
tions with students as possible," Jacobs said. "She
is going to be speaking in nine different classes.
meeting with faculty and staff. a town and gown
group, and also Public Relations Student Suciey
of America and Student t'zavernment Association.."'

Hay:VThe Nt'lli) '

shou ldn't be taken lightly."
Fo r more information o n the
Leave No T race Center for Outdoor
Ethics, the Traveling Trainers or for
an in-depth view of the seven princi·
ples, visit lnt.org.
Ha iley Kercheval can be reached at
hailey.kercheval@murraystate.edu.

Campus officials announce
required budget b~vc-back

Another component to Glover's visit is "Downtime with Rai," Jacobs said.
"'Downtime' will be an opportunity for discus·
sion in a more informal setting," he said. "Rai will
be in Hart's Thoroughbrewed Cafe, sitting w ith a
latte, and talking to students and faculty."
"Dllwntime with Rai" will be Thursday and
Friday.
" It would be a really neat opportunity to talk to
someone with a breadth of experience and a
great attitude," Jacobs said.
In addition to holding various l~xecutive posi·
tions at Bank of America, Glover has also
received appointments from the House of Representatives, been involved with United Way, and
been the recipient of many awards. She recen tly
started a business of her own called Rai Glover
Consulting - Coaching for E.xcellence.
Some of Glover's honors include the 2005
Maya Angelou Women Who Lead award, being
named the 2006 Person of Prominence by The
Charlotte Post Newspaper, and the " Master of
Transition" in Today'.s Charlotte Woman.
Mia Walters can be reached at mla.walters@
mu" aystate.ed u.

Staff Report
University
officials
announced
Wednesday the cuts necessary to fu lfill
Gov. Steve Bcshear's required 3 percent
giveback for the current fiscal year.
According to Murray State's newsletter
Roundabout Murray, officials must give
bac~ $1,682,000. The University will give
back $1 million from the unspent reserves
from "Action Agenda" programs. The
funds are provided by the state for programs like teacher quality initiatives and
academic outreach.
Other givebacks will include: $293,222
from contingency funds in the President's
office budgeted for unanticipated needs;
$300,000 from unused land acquisition
funds and $88.878 from a reserve account
budgeted each year to meet unexpected
demand on fringe benefits resulting from
new hires.
Read next week's edition of the- Murray
State News for continuing coverage.
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RALLY
From Pagel

Photos by Caitlin Dunnagan!Tht• News

dined with the governor the
night before to discuss KRS Ill,
the appropriations bill.
Issues about the future revenue of Kentucky were also discussed. King said the big question is where the revenue is
going.
"The Board of Student Body
Presidents is starting on· the idea
that we can be an advocate for
any type of revenue, whether it
be casinos or tobacco tax as long
as it's ear-marked specifically for
higher education," King said.
"Any revenue created, we are in
favor for, however, there has to
be an obligation set to those who
are elected to make the priority
of higher education No.1."
Beshear came out from his
office to address the students of
Kentucky during the afternoon
and was received with cheers
from some and boos from others.
Bcshear began his speech with
praise for the students who made
their way to the capitol.
"You are here today doing
what I want you to be doing, and

that's advocating for higher education," Beshear said. "I'm going
to continue through this session
all the way up until April 15,
working with the House and the
Senate, trying to find answers to
this problem."
Beshear said he was aware of
the lack of funding going toward
higher education.
"I can tell you this," Bcshear
said, "if any new revenue comes
up out of the horizon, higher education is going to be a top priority to receive that additional revenue."
King said some of Bcshear's
statements made him feel
uneasy.
"He made a comment about
higher education being a priority,'' King said. "I didn't really
hear a clear defmition of it being
the No. 1 priority. I think he had
a common interest for higher
education, but you bavc to put
words into action."
Jason Morrow can be reached at
jason.morrow@murra ystate.
edu.

A group of students hold signs to represent Murray State during a rally In frankfort. Ky. on Wednesday.

Far right Students from the University of Louisville join other Kentucky universities to protest budget cuts during a rally in Frankfort,
Ky.
Right: A Murray State student holds a sign while standing in front of
the Kentucky capitol building.
Below: Students from Eastern Kentucky University gathered to rally for
higher education.
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Paul Holladay/The News

Sophomoreouard Danero Thomas sets up the offense at the top of the key aoalnst Eastern Illinois Saturday. The Racers won 67-56 and Thomas led the team with 10 rebounds. The Racers host Indiana State Saturday at 6 p.m.

Racer basketball squads send Eastern Ulinois home with losses
Aaron W eare
Sports Editor
The Murray State men's and women's basketball teams welcomed the Eastern Illinois Panthers to the Regional Special Events Center Saturday, and both teams sent the Panthers packing
with a loss.
The women's team led Saturday's action
against the Ohio Valley Conference's No.3 Eastern Illinois. The Racers beat the Panthers 62-59
in a nail biter and Women's Head Coach Jody
Adams said she likes the direction of the team.
"We've been talking about not playing to just
hold onto the lead, playing not to lose, we just
haven't had the mindset to play to win." Adams
said. "Saturday we had that mindset."
The Panthers jumped out to an 11-4 lead after
the frrst four minutes of the action. Senior guard
Alaina Lee brought the Racers back from the
seven-point deficit with five straight points to
bring the Racers within two. Junior forward Ashley Hayes drove to the basket on the Racers' next
possession and hit a tough lay up to tie the game
at 13. Senior guard Sbaleea Petty hit a threepojnter to continue the run, which the Racers

extended to 16-5 giving them a 20-16 lead with
nine minutes left in the half.
"With individual performances. I look beyond
the numbers," Adams said.
"Shaleea Petty had been out with a concussion.
She had missed five or six days of practice and
the way she showed up to play, she had some big
shots fall down and she had some deflections."
The Panthers responded with a 16-8 run to
close the first half with a 32-28 lead.
The two teams traded baskets for the frrst
eight minutes of the second half, as the Panthers
had a five-point lead, 48-43 with ll:46 left in the
game. The Racers went on to outscore the Panthers 19-ll during the last 11 minutes to take the
final lead with a Petty jumper with 1:52 left. After
shooting several free throws, the Racers clinched
the 62-59 victory.
On the men's side of play. the Racers returned
the favor with a 67·56 win against an Eastern Illinois team that lodged one of its five victories of
this season against Murray State Jan. 3.
The two teams battled early with the Panthers
taking a one-point lead with 12:42 left in the first
half. The Racers responded with two runs to give
Murray State the lead heading into halftime.

The first was a 7-0 run, led by the Racer bench,
with sophomore forward Marvin Williams scoring on a 10-footer and freshman guard Jewuan
Long scoring the next five points, thanks to two
lay ups, the second of which put him on the freethrow line.
"Jewuan, Ray (George) and Marvin really gave
us a lift," Men's Head Coach Billy Kennedy said.
'1t's been a tough two weeks for us. Guys are
wearing down and it's important to have good
bench play."
The Racers closed the first half on a 16-8 run
and a 34-22 lead.
The Racers started the second half just like
they ended the first, with another run, this time
6-0. The Panthers couldn't get any closer than 11
points until just more than four minutes left in
the game, when they went on an ll·l run. The
Racers wouldn't let the Panthers any closer than
nine the rest of the game.
"Eastern Illinois had been playing really well
the last few weeks and have been shooting well."
Kennedy said. "It's a good win against a team that
we don't match up as well against."
Aaron
Weare can be reached at
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu

Paul Holladay/The News

Senior Shaleea Petty drives the lane aoainst EIU.

The Sports Line...
•

TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: ESPN @ 9:30 p.m .

Saturday: ESPN @ 8 p.m .

Saturday : Baseball @ noon.

Saturday : Men's BBall @ 7:30 p.m.

NBA
Boston @ Phoenix

College Basketball
Tennessee @ Memphis

Reagan Field
Murray State vs. Bradley

RSEC
Murray State vs. Indiana State

Saturday: ESPN @ 4 p.m.
College Basketball
Drake @ Butler

Thursday: TNT @ 7 p.m.

Sat. : Women's BBall @ 4 p.m.

Tuesday. : Women's Tep.nis

NBA
Dallas @ San Antonio

RSEC
Murray State vs. Samford

T BA
Murray State vs. Memphis
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'Breds open with Bradley
Kyle Rogers
Contributing writer

With the national headlines filled with stories
It's time to give a break to a league that
about Roger Clemens and
I think has gotten a bad reputation over
Brian McNamee, one thing
the years and it's a great time to stop it,
is sure to cure your blues because the NBA has gotten pretty good
actual baseball.
The Murray State Thorrecently.
It's safe to say all of sports went
oughbreds will take the
through a change in
field for the first time in
the decade after
2008 Saturday in a doubleMichael Jordan left
hc:ader against Bradley UnibaskctbaU. and I'm
vcrsity. The first pitch of
not counting his
the first game is scheduled
Washington Wizfor noon, with the second
ards debacle. All of
game to follow. The final
sports went through
gam(.' Sunday at 1 p.m. will
a change. The NBA
wrap up Murray State's
and major league
first series against Bradley.
baseball have fallen
Murray State returns 20
behind the NFL in
players from last year's rosterms of popularity.
ter, adding seven freshmen •
There's not a whole
and seven transfers. The
lot of argument; the
'Breds finished the 2007
NFL and even colAaron
campaign with an 18-35
lege football, largely
Weare
overall record and were 12kills
the
other
sports
rt
Ed"to
13
in Ohio Valley Confer5 pos.1r
.
l' '
m te evtston rat1ngs.
ence play.
According to an ESPN the Magazine
This weekend will be the
study that polled 1.300 sports fans, NBA
first time the 'Brcds have
players seem to be more about image than
hosted a season opening
the game, NBA players care the least
series since 2005, when
about fans of all major sports and NBA
they also hosted Bradley.
players arc the least wholesome players
The 'Breds won both games
of all major sports.
in the 2005 Saturday douUp until the LeBron James class entered
bleheader, but the Sunday
the league four or five years ago, those
game was canceled because
opinions would have been spot on.
of rain. Murray State tried
Between the Latrell Sprewell coach-chokto host an opening series in
ing incident, JR Rider getting into any one
2006 with Wright State, but
of his several run-ins with the law or half
those games were canceled
the Portland Trailblazer (or Jail Blazers.
as well, again because of
it's your choice) and their many run-ins
the weather.
with the taw, those thoughts were found"We're excited and an."'{photo hy Caitlrn Dunn.1gan/ThP Nt•w.s
ed in something concrete. It was a pickious to get the season startyour-poison kind of decision when you
ed. We've practiced for a
Sophomore pitcher Matt McGaha fires a pitch in a team scrimmage. The 'Breds' season opens Saturday.
while. had to battle the
talked about the NBA and its litany of
Missouri Valle}' Conferalso pay a visit to
we like Reagan Field. I
problems.
welther. so we're glad to
ence from Peoria, Ill., will • Clarksville, Tenn., to play
don't think home field
Today's NBA has changed and the rep- 1 get it going. Bradley's a
Austin Peay.
advantage is as important
face three OVC teams to
utation is unfortunate for the players in , good ball club and it will be
While McDonald said he
start off the season. After
in baseball as it is in some
the league now. It's bard to change the
a good challenge for us,"
its series against Murray
likes playing at home, it's
of the indoor sports such as
public perception of just about anything
Head Coach Rob MeDonState, it will travel to Richbasketball, but Reagan
not as big a deal as most
and the NBA is no different. Young NBA
a ld sa1·d .
mond, Ky.. to take on EastField is our home and we're
would think.
players like Chris Paul, Chris Bosh and
B~adley, a member of the
ern Kentucky. Bradley will
glad to be starting off the
"We like playing at home,
Dwight Howard arc good guys who have
made a point to do the right things.
Look at Howard. His coach called him
out on national television and Howard
took the criticism and' (gasp) used it to
better his play. Do you think Terrell
Owens or Chad Johnson of the NFL.
would take public criticism without caus1
ing a great deal of controversy and problems for their teams? The young superstars of the NBA have done a good job of
trying to clean up the league's image.
The NFL has had more attempted murder charges. more gun charges (Tank
ing to have our peak perAlison M ugler
Johnson had charges for having more than
Contributing writer
formances at the confer100 guns in his own home) and arrests
ence
championship."
than the NBA in the same time span. The
Jones set a personal
NFL gets a pass because of its perception
The Murrny State womrecord for her portion of
that it's a rough-and·tumble league. The
en's track team extended
the DMR, running a 4:53
NFL rewards guys for being the most
mile. She has been timed
its progn·ssivcly improvaggressive and violent player on the field.
ing season Feb. 15. taking a
at 5:00 for the last few
It looks like people give the NFL players a
races.
partial squad to the
pass on their bad behavior. The CincinHoosier Hills Open in
Sophomore
Taylor
nati Bengals had more criminal charges
Bloomington, Ind.
Crawford ran the 800
brought against their players than the
The distance medley
meter and set her personentire NBA combined during the same
relay team of freshmen
al best time for indoor
time span.
Asenath NaAman and
track with a time of 2:15.
When was the last time an NBA player
"I was pretty excited
Katelyn }ones, and sophowas out getting terrible press at strip
mores Sydney Gholston
because I have been runjoints like Pacman Jones or getting into
ning 2:18 the past few
and Meagan Richeson
several night-club maelstroms like Pacwon the DMR Friday and
meets." Crawford said. "1
man Jones, or just generally not getting
didn't feel like J was runbroke the school record
the fac t that being a pro athlete is a priviwith a time of 12 minuti.•_,;
ning that fast so I was
lege and not a right, like Pacman Jones.
pretty surprised to sec my
and 11 seconds. The previGoing into last weekend's NBA All·Star
finishing time.''
ous record was set two
game. the big concern was how NBA playweeks ago at the UniversiJunior Alaina Zanin also
ers would act in New Orleans. Who was
ty of Indiana with a time
set n personal record with
the only pro athlete getting sued because
a time ofl0:44 in the 3,000
of 12:12.
of his actions in New Orleans? t>acman
meter race.
Many of the athletes
Jones. Come on.
who competed last week·
The Racers will comIt's no secret that the NBA has earned
end also set personal
pete today at Southeast
its fair share of the criticism that has been
records.
Missouri State in the
heaped upon the league. But people need
Head Coach Dcreck
Broadway Prescription
to give credit where credit is due and the
Chavis attributes this sucInvitational, taking a parNBA has earned the opportunity to get a
cess to the consistent
tial squad of sprinters and
fair look at its current model. Sprewell,
field
event
athletes
work throughout the sea·
Rider and most guys like them are out of
son.
including the sprinters
the league and for every Ron Artest that's
"Our confidence is
from 400 meters and
left in the league, there arc seven or eight
building and I think their
below, and athletes comgreat guys to overshadow him. So give the
performance is basically a
peting in the high jump,
new NBA a chance.
long jump, pole vault and
product of the work they
have
put
in
during
the
earshot
put.
Aaron Weare is the Sports Editor for The
photo <ourtcsy of AthiPti<:s
lier parts of the season,"
The Racers will battle
Murray State News. He can be reached at
aaron.weare@murraystate.edu.
Chavis said. "We are hopconference rival Austin
Freshman Katelyn Jones leads the pack at the Hoosier Hills Invitational.

season there.''
So far, p reseason polls
are all fans can consult for
their college baseball fix.
The OVC annou nced its
preseason poll Tuesday,
tabbing Jacksonville State
as the preseason favorite.
The 'Breds were selected
seventh of the 10 teams.
The Collegiate Baseball
Newspaper revealed the
NCAA Division I Pre-season Poll recently. Murray
State has seen many of its
2008 opponents pop up on
the poll. Ole Miss leads the
way at four, Kentucky at 20,
Louisville at 23 and South·
ern lllinois at 33. Austin
l'eay received votes in the
poll, but not enough to garner a ranking.
"We take pride in sched·
uling quality opponen ts.
We haVl' 27 conference
games and 29 non-conference games and in those 29
we like to schedule good
ball clubs. I think it makes
our team better and more
prepared later in the season," McDonald said.
"You're going to see guys
play hard, we'll have solid
pitching, l'm really excited
about our pitching. You'll
see guys scrap and battle
every inning.'' McDonald
said.
"We'll have a lot team
speed, aggressive base running and situational hitting.
I'm pleased with how our
new guys have come in and,
hopefully,
they
will
progress as th e season goes
on."
For those fans who can't
make it to every game, live
online stats as well as
streaming radio coverage
will be available at goracers.com.
Kyle Rogers can bereachedat
~unaystate.edu

Track team races to top times in Bloomington
Women prepares for conference season with several personal bests
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Peay, along with Bethel
College, Lipscomb University and the University
of Memphis (home to AllAmericans Susan King
and Sivan Aballi).
Chavis said the team
has been concentrating on
a specific mindset heading
into the final competition
of the indoor season.
"The focus for this
weekend is team unity,"
Chavis said. "Everyone
needs to play their role
and do their part. We have
made such significant
progress each season
since I have been here and
I feel we have the opportunity to do great things."
Following the SEMO
Invitational, all 10 teams
in the conference will
compete in the Ohio Val·
ley Conference Indoor
Championships held Feb.
29-March 1 at Tennessee
State's Gentry Center in
Nashville, Tenn.
"I want to make a great
showing as a team and.
personally at the conference meet," Crawford
said. "I think we have a lot
of talent on this team and
we will really surprise
some teams at the championships."
Alison can be reached at alisoD.111llglcr@mumzystate.cdu
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Racer tennis teams prepare for weekend
Alison Mugler
Contributing writer
With last week's match against
Vincennes Junior College rescheduled due to dismal weather conditions, the Murray State men's tennis
team will resume its schedule at 4
p.m. today. competing against the
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.
The Racers will then travel to
Head Coach Mel Purcell's alma
mater, the University of TennesseeKnoxville, to compete at 1 p.m. Saturday.
"It's just a really great road trip,"
Purcell said. "Tennessee-Knoxville
' is where I went to school, so it's
always fun to travel there to play
them. Also, they're always one of
the best teams in the Southeastern
Conference. The University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga is also
consistently one of the top teams in
the Southern Conference."
The Racers were defeated by
both Chattanooga and Knoxville
last season, yet junior Mikel Headford said he hopes this string of
tough preseason matches will ultimately give the Racers an advantage during conference play.
"It's going to be tough," Headford
said. "Tennessee at Knoxville is a
solid top-15 team in the nation, so
we're going to have to battle. We
lost to UT-Chattanooga last year in
a 3-4 decision, so we're looking to
turn it around this time. Either
way, everybody has been busting it
out there getting ready for the conference matches starting in March."
Purcell said he is confident that
playing more challenging non-conference teams earlier in the season
will induce a much stronger team
that can remain strong throughout
the conference.
"That's what we do, we play
tough matches," Purcell said. "Normally, we are 1-7, or zero and something to begin the year just because
we have played a lot of talented
teams. I want my guys to play hard
and realize they can compete
against big-time Southeast Conference schools. I just want to be mentally prepared and physically prepared for when March comes up
and we're fighting to get that OVC
title."
The Murray State women's tennis team continued its eight game
non-conference schedule last weekend in Baton Rouge, La., taking on
Southern University and Southern
Mississippi. The Racers continued

Kristen Miller/Thl' News

Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek returns a backhand in Tuesday's practice. The Racers host the University of Evansville Saturday.
their two-match winning streak Fri·
day with a 4·1 victory over Southem University.
The Racers next took on reigning
Conference USA champion Southern Mississippi Saturday, but concluded their streak by dropping the
match with a final score of 3-4.
Sophomore Lyndsay Ottosen said
she is confident this past weekend
was not only a learning experience
but a chance for the team to see
how they match up against tough

competition.
'We have been working so hard
and this past weekend at Baton
Rouge really allowed us to step up
our games,'' Ottosen said. "There
were some really solid players last
weekend and Southern girls tend to
have really big baseline games and
very quick hands."
The Racers will continue their
non conference run competing
against the University of Evansville
2 p.m. tomorrow at the Kenlake

Tennis Center.
With successful play stemming
from last weekend's competition.
O tto~en is optimistic about tomorrow's match.
"I feel like this weekend coming
up against Evansville is definitely in
our favor," Ottosen said. "After battling last weekend, I tblnk coming
back to play Evansville should be
our advantage."
Alison Mugler can be reached at
alison.mugler@murraystate.edu

Women's tennis team takes
I of 2 non-conference matches
during weekend Louisiana trip
Kyle Rogers
Contributing writer

Kristen Miller/The News

Sophomore Lyndsay Ottosenreturns aforehand shot at Tuesday's practice.

This past weekend, Murray State women's tennis team traveled to Baton Rouge,
La. to compete against three different
teams. The Racers took on host Southern
University, Southern Mississippi and
were scheduled to face Memphis, but the
matcb was cancelled due to rain. Murray
State defeated Southern 4-1 and fell to
Southern Mississippi 3-4. The Racers
advanced their record to 3-1 for the season, in their campaign to repeat as Ohio
Valley Conference champions.
During their match against Southern,
the Racers earned the doubles point for
the match when sophomore Angela
McGahee and junior Anne Pennington
earned an 8-2 victory at the top doubles
spoL Sophomore Lynsey Bochenek and
freshman Katelyn Fulcher earned an 8-4
victory at No. 3 doubles to help pick up
the point for Murray State. The Racers
got a 2·0 lead after Bochenek took a 6-0,
6-1 win at No. 6 singles. The Southern
Jaguars won their only match at No.3 singles as Kathryn Curtis defeated junior
Adriana Alvarez 6-1, 6-3.
"Southern is a team that bas won their
conference five out of the last six years
and finished No. 2last year,'' Head Coach
Connie Keasling said.
"I thought our team handled being out-

Radio Me•ges
AM 1340

sunday at 9 a.m.

Wednesday Lenten service
service sautlna Feb. 6 at 7:15 p.m.
Dinner .A t 6 p.ll),

side well. We played solid and the key for
us was our doubles play."
This season, the Racers' doubles teams
are off to a good start, winning the doubles point in their first three meetings.
Murray State found itself on the short
end of the doubles match against Southem Mississippi for the first time this season. The Racers got back in the match
and took a 2-l lead when Bochenek
lodged a 6-0, 6-0 victory at No. 6 singles
while Lyndsay Ottosen had a 6-1, 6-1 victory at No. 5 singles.
Southern Mississippi, however, took
control after three straight wins. The
Racers won their third singles victory
when Pennington took a 6-7 (3), 6-'3, 6-3
win over Brittany Serret in No. 3 singles.
"1 thought this is where not having
enough outdoor experience hurt us. It's
really a different environment, Southern
Miss had played outdoors already,"
Keasling said. "Anne Pennington came up
big for us this past weekend. Our team is
coming together in their new roles. Individuals are learning more about their new
roles and how they fit into our team."
After last weekend's action, the team
has a light week comparatively as it takes
on Evansville at 1 p.m. Saturday at Ken·
lake State Park. The Racers take on Memphis at 1 p.m. Tuesday.
Kyle Rogers can be reached at
kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu

C~lloway

Bass, Crappie
still biting in
cold weather
To you and me, spring may seem eons
away. Wintery weather is lingering longer
than is normal. The average daily temper- .
ature for this time of year is usually in the
low 50s with common intermittent streaks
of warmer weather. But the forecast
shows no warmth for the next week.
Luckily, the fish seem to be ignoring the
cold and have started their late winter
early spring transition. Reports have been
much better than the weather would
gest and should
only get better as
February comes to a
close. Whether you
are after bass or
crappie,
both
species seem to
have started their
spring
feeding
binge.
The traditional
recipe for catching
bass this time of
year has been jerkhalts or fmesse jigs
fished slowly on
main lake points.
Steve
This tactic is catchMiller
in.g its fair share of
OUtdoor columnist
fish right now, but
there seems to be a healthy population of
aggressive fish in the shallower depths of
6-8 feet of water.
The shallower bass have been knocking
the paint off rattle traps, crankbaits and
spinnerbaits. The healthy condition of
these fish reveals they have been feeding.
The bass resemble footballs right now,
round and fat.
The surge of bass moving in shallow
waters is most likely due to rising water
levels and stained clarity from the recent
rain along with slightly warmer water.
These trends should continue as we have
warmer weather and water levels increase
to summer pool elevation.
This is certainly the best time of year to
catch trophy f1sh. The big fish will eventually have to move shallow to feed and
spawn after a long winter spent in the
cold depths. They haven't had lures flying
past their heads like they do in the summer and fall. Their guard is down and
they are hungry.
Crappies seem to be following the same
trend as bass, but not as dramatic. On a
warm day they may be found at 12 feet,
but most reports put them in the 20-30foot range. With the water temperatures
hovering in the mid 40s, it won't take
many of our usual warm spells to put the
crappies in their pre-spawn and spawning
activity.
Early in the spring, the only shallow
water action occurs after a string of two
or three sunny days. The air temperature
doesn't actually have to warm up. If the
sun shines brightly, it will warm shallow
areas, especially those that are surrounded by riffraff or natural rocks. Water that
is slightly stained and studded with
stumps to absorb the sun's rays will heat
quicker. When those first warm days
occur, crappie will still remain on fairly
deep structures and they won't move far
just to feed.
Only shallow hotspots that lie quite
close to deep water will draw fish. Bridges
that span major channels and the shallow
ends of long points provide easy travel
routes for the crappie from the depths to
good shallow cover. Because areas that
offer the necessary range of depths, along
with good cover and the necessary quali·
ties for the water to warm slightly are
obviously limited in number, those spots
can be gold mines in early spring.
According to numerous reports, hair
jigs and twister tails are taking the most
fish. The ever-popular shades of white,
chartreuse, black and orange or a combination are the hot colors.
Although the warmer weather that usually accompanies early spring has been
non-existent, the fish have been going
about their normal spring routines. They
are moving to shallower areas with the
rising temperatures and water levels. If
the weather is keeping you away from the
lake, you may be missing the opportUnity
to catch the biggest fish of the year.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist for
the Murray State News. He can be reached at
steven.mille.r@murraystate.edu

Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p .m. - 5 p.m.
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Each week, The News will pick five of the top plays j n Racer athletics. To submit a play to be considered for Hot Shots, contact
Aaron Weare at aaron.wearetmurraystate.edu

Taylor Crawford
Sophomore Taylor Crawford posted a 2.15.38
time in the 800 meter run at the Hoosier Hills
Invitational Friday. Her time, which was the
best in the Ohio Valley Conference so far this
season, earned her recognition as co-track athlete of the week. This Is the third consecutive
week that a Racer has earned this honor.

Junior QUMd/forward Ashley Hayes earned recognition as the Ohio Valley
Conference player of the week for the fourth time this season. last week.
Hayes averaged 21.5 points and 7 rebounds per game and posted agame·
hloh 23 points against Eastern Illinois University. Hayes leads the OVCIn
scoring with 18.6 points per oame.

4,594.

•

•

phntos by Paul Holladay/The News
•
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The Ricers posted I first place finish in smallbore but trailed iltllr rtfte, bnlf llllssfnCJ .llcbalwlts

score~..-.

The men's and women's basketball teams pushed past the Panthers of Eastern Illinois last
Saturday night The women trailed late, but edQed past the Panthers 62-59 and the men
maintained their second-place spot In the conference with their 67-56 win.

Fans at the = · -·sand women'sbasketbll
. . , lllll!st $1,800
for Relay for Life
tM.,_Jii* for
Breast cancer

•
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Sports Briefs ...

Racquetball club plays in first tournament in team history

Former Racer standout lands
familiar head coaching position

Staff Report

cer part. I know that part will
be pretty easy to get into. The
business side of it, with bud·
gcting and planning is all new
to me, but I can't wait to get
started."
Oppegard said the hiring
process was quick and painless.
"I had my interview on a
Wednesday, they (Lafayette
. High School) told me 1 had the
job on Thursday and" I met
with the team on Friday,"
Oppegard said. "It all happcnt"d pretty fast."
Oppcgard will begin her
duties immediately as head
coach. Her first season will be
the 2008 season.

Staff Report
A Racer alumna returned to
her hometown and wound up
with a new job. Former Mur·
ray State soccer player Laura
Oppegard was named the
head girl's soccer coach at her
alma mater, Lafayette High
School in Lexington, Ky.
Oppegard was a defender
for the Racers in the 20032006 seasons. She was a twotime All-Ohio Valley Conference selection. Oppegard fin·
ished her career with four
goals and six assists.
"I'm excited and nervous at
the same time," Oppcgard
said. "I'm excited for the soc-

The Murray State racquetball team
played in the program's first match last
weekend at the Louisville Annual Invitational Tournament.
No official scores were kept, but Murray State unofficially came in second
behind Louisville. Ohio State, Indiana
University, Indiana State, Purdue and
Cincinnati participated.

The lone Racer championship came in
No. I doubles. The pair of Rachel and
Ryan Mimms came away with the championship after an ll-7 and ll-3 two-set victory. Other notable Racer finishes came
in No. 3 singles. Mike Youngstrom finished in second place with a 10-15,15-12. 8ll three-set loss in the finals. Ugur Oner
took second place in No.4 singles action
and the No. 3 doubles team of Ugur and
·
Zoli Purak finished second.

In the Troy State Invitational, sophomore Megan
McKinney took the No. 13
spot as the team's best finishing two-round score of 155.
Freshman Alexandra Hinteregger had the next-best
Racer finishing in the No. 26
spot w ith a score of 157.
As a team the Racers took
the No. 9 spot out of 18 teams
with a team score of 633.

Women's golf hits links in
first match of spring season
Staff Report
The Murray State women's
golf team begins its season
Monday and will play into
Tuesday at the Ann Rhoades
Shootout at the Timberline

Sotnctimes you rnay need a little help \vith your car...

"Everyone \vins At Brinn's"

The Racers won 10 matches in all and
lost six matches in the singles pairings. In
doubles action, the Racers went 5-2.
Every Racer won his or her opening
round before losing his or her first match.
The racquetball club began in October
2007 and how has 22 members to its credit. Jim Railey is the team's coach. Railey is
a Murray State graduate from the class of
1957 and a five-time gold medalist in
national and international competition.

Golf Course in Birmingham,
Ala.
The Ann Rhoades Shootout
is the first match of the
spring. The last match for the
team was the Troy State Invi·
tational in Troy. Ala. in Octo·
ber 2007.

Ohio Vnlley Conference
rival Jacksonville State took
home the championship with
a team score of 611.
Tennessee Tech came in
third place in team scoring,
with a score of 623 to round
out the OVC team scores.
Overall, in the fall season,
the Racers had one fourthplace finish and one thirdplace finish in five events.

P!iMART

VEMDN

Brinn's

10% OFF ON

DAYS WITH
MSUID

Full Service Garage
• Brakes • Tune ups • Oil Changes •
• AIC Service ·Tires ·Batteries •
• Belts • Alternators • Radiator Flush •

Free Estimates
Ask about our free transportation policy
Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. and SaUday 8 am. - 1:30 p.m.

(270) 759-0003 507 S. 12th Street • Murray, KY
The Golden Rule is Our Policv
Free Pickup/Delivery and a Ride to Can1pus!

270-753-4663
N. 12th St. Murray, KY
Wlllflaht11S Furniture Building next

los Portal1s
11

;1 warded favorite

-Hours

Mexican Restaurant
for b Years"

$25 Monthly Unlimited Tanning
or 10¢ Per Minute
Call for evening
tanning appointments
after Sp.m.

Sunday- Saturday:
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Garry Out Available

~~~-!" ·-.

10~ p,.""""t ""
f""d ""'" f"r
MSU
atudnlta wfti 11'

• MSU Student Discount
• Military Discount

(270 )1b1-031S

Tuesday - Friday 8 a .m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
105 N. 16th Street
(270) 753- 1953

Wt acctpt all

-~w~al!'!""k~
-in_s_a_
cc
_e_p-te~d~..

appointments for tan only

Murray. Ky

credit cards

Everyone is welcome ...
Bring your Bille and let us PIIIOn together...
Truth does not fear lnvesdgatlon•••
We strive to worship and serve God In the . . . way the early
disciples lid...
Chi'lst Is our only creed •d the scriptures • only guide•••
SUnday Morning Bible Study - 10

SUnday Morning Wonhlp - 10:50
SUnday Evening Worship - &
Wednesday Evening Bible Study - 7

eon. of.,.._ Raall ... llaiMJ DIM In.....,, KY
Take 94 West (Main Street) to Doran Road, tum left go past
Muny High School 4th St. on the left Is Holiday Drive.

94 West

0

r

a
n

Murray H. S.
West Murray

Menu:
• New & Used CD's
• Quick Special Orders
• Quality Car Audio & Video
• iPod Integration

• Satelitte Radio
• Navigation Systems
• Remote Starters & Security Systems
• Best Damn Installation In West Ky!

Sunset Boulevard Music

641
D

In the fall of 1976 Sunset Boulevard opened to be the best Record Store In West Ky.
Within a year we added car stereo11 to our mix with the same goal. 31 yeatlj later the
goal is the same.... This is what we do and we take great pride in doing it. well.

1109 Chestnut St.<Next door to Wendy's>
Murray, KY 753-0113

West Murray
Church of Christ

••XM•SIRIUS •ROCKFORD FOSGATE•ALPINE•JL AUDIO••

www.wesbnurraychurch.com

visit thenews.org

~ Building

Holiday Dr.

....
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College Ufe Editor. Ashley Edwards
Phone: 809-4468

Department expands to Russian literature
Ashley Edwards
College life Editor
What combines humor, sarcasm and sadness with a Russian
accent? "The Good Doctor," a
play written by Neil Simon, based
on the works of Anton Chckhov
and brought to you by Murray
State's theater department.
Bob Valentine, senior lecturer
of journalism, is directing the production. He said bringing Simon's
adaptation ·of the Russian literature to Murray State presented
some challenges.
It seems Simon's initial plays
were just to get famous because
they all had a sort of generic storyline, Valentine said. But with
"The Good Doctor," he decided to
go another way.
"The Good Doctor'' is composed of 10 separate miniature
plays based on 10 of Chekhov's
short stories.
They revolve
around seemingly sad or undesirable situations, but are laced with
humor.
"They
aren't
universally
funny," Valentine said. "I don't
know if (the humor is) basic to
the human condition or if it's
strictly Russian."
Valentine said part of the draw
of this play is the detail of the
characters. He said the characters are warm, whlch is a rare find
with comedies.
"It's like looking at a photo-

graph instead of a painting,"
Valentine said.
Valentine said the pieces would
appeal to students because they
generally involve young people
and romance.
The play is written for a small
number of actors. so many of the
performers play multiple roles,
which allows the actors to really
have fun with the audience and
vice versa, Valentine said.
"There's a couple places where
Simon really lets the actors show
what they've got," Valentine said.
Valentine said he selected "The
Good Doctor" because the Black
Box theater in Wilson Hall had an
opening for a modern play and he
found the material funny.
"It's an enjoyable piece, but it's
not lightweight," Valentine said.
Valentine said the crew had
some difficulties performing so
many ditrerent plays in quick succession in the small theater. The
set, the costumes and the lights all
presented challenges, but he said
the technical staff did a wonderful job adjusting to the theater's
size.
Ron Beaton, junior from Kennett. Mo., is the narrator of the
play, a character based on
Chekhov. Beaton said he did a lot
of research on Chekbov's writing
and the history and culture of
Russia so he could better understand the character.
He and the other cast members

also learned to speak with Russian accents.
"It's primarily for the sake of
entertainment and to get a feeling
of the Russian culture and to celebrate Chekhov's writing," Beaton said.
Beaton said he struggled during
the first few attempts at a Russian
accent. but he studied Russian
films and continued to work on it.
''It's very different for me,"
Beaton said. "It's a very subtle
accent, so you at least get the feel
for what it is, but not so much that
you can't understand me."
If theater isn't typically your
cup of tea, don't worry, Beaton
said the show offers something
for everyone.
"There's no major theme and
that's kind of the beauty of it
because if you don't like what
you're watching right then - if
you don't like the scene - wait
five or 10 minutes and you'll get a
whole different scene with a different story line," Beaton said.
"The Good Doctor" began
showing at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
and will continue through Saturday. Additional shows will be performed Thursday through March
1.
The show runs about two hours
and admission is free for students
with a Racercard.
Ashley Edwards can be reached
at ashleyb.l!dwards@murraystate.
edu.

Photos by Misty H.1ys/TI11' News

Casey Northcutt. senior from Benton, Ky., and Brandonn Christopher, freshman from Mayfield, Ky~
play husband and wife in scene two of 'The Good Doctor,' 'The Sneeze.'

Ron Beaton, junior from Kennett. Mo., here with Lydia Davis, junior from
Nashville, Tenn.• plays the narrator based off of Anton Chekhov.

Northcutt comforts her husband. played by Christopher after he sneezes on his boss in scene two. 'The Sneeze.' 'The Good Doctor' Is based off of
Russian Literature written by Anton Chekhov and written by Nell Simon.
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S Education may prevent human trafficking
Each week The News will feature
a different issue that affects our
campus, community and ultimately
our world.

Casey Northcutt
Staff writer
Thailand is a country full of elaborate festivals ::md beaches with water
as blue as the sky arching over them.
But in the northern region just below
Myanmar, the paradise ends and
slavery begins.
Called "the emerging human rights
issue of the 21st century" by the U.S.
State Department, human trafficking
in Thailand has grown into an industry so lucrative that some believe it
tempts the government to turn a
• blind eye.
Hundreds of thousands of men
and women in northern Thailand are
captured each year and forced to
work in farms, sweatshops and
brothels, according to Humantrafficking.org.
Malarin Visetrojana, English as a
Second Language student from
Bangkok, Thailand, said children
especially are captured by this trap.
In the rural northern regions, many
families arc so poor that instead of
sending their children to school,
they send them to cities to work as
servants for the rich. Sometimes,
"middlemen" approach a child's parents, pretending to represent a
wealthy family in search of help.
"They know that the children will
go to work as servants or as housemaids for big families." Visetrojana
said. "They don't know that their
children will be prostitutes."
People in the north, she said, suffer from poverty so extreme they

A~Il

can't afford educations. Therefore, in
their ignorance, they readily believe
the strangers who knock on their
doors and offer to provide their children an income. Yet Visetrojana
believes in her government, and said
it will take control and end forced
labor as soon as it can.
"Our government wants to solve
this problem by giving children in
the country good education," she
said. "They h~we tried to solve this
problem for more than 10 years."
The government initially took
action against modem slavery with
the 1997 Prevention and Suppression
of Trafficking in Women and Children Act, which criminalized trafficking for sexual exploitation.
Penalties for breaking it range from
fines of $50 to $1,000 to life in prison,
according to Humantrafficking.org.
Officials have also set programs in
place that offer some solace to victims. lt bas set up shelters providing
.food and counseling to those affected and has funded vocational training programs for high school students in an effort to fight trafficking
through education.
This effort, however, hasn't been
entirely successful. In 2007, the United States placed the Thai government in Tier 2 of the State Department's Trafficking in Person's Report
for not fully complying with the Trafficking Victim's Protection Act
The report did note that Thailand
made a significant effort to obey. Yet
since a military coup in September
2006, the Thai government's zeal in
eliminating trafficking remains questionable. The country's laws still do
not protect everyone from capture.
The capture of m~n for farming,
commercial fishing and construction
work is still perfectly legal.

Sooksai Kacwbua, sophomore
from Trang, Thailand. said she has
very little faith in the officials in
power.
"1 think the government doesn't
pay more attention to this problt.•m ...
because this (industry) brings a lot
of money to Thailand," she said. "It's
good on the economy side (of the
issue) but not on the social side."
Thai officials may or may not care
about the plight of their rural citizens. but several organizations exist
that devote themselves to bringing
attention to or easing the suffering of
human trafficking victims.
Religious group The Garden of
Hope helps victims heal and provide
for themselves by teaching them to
work in the culinary arts, according
to its Web site, justfoodinc.org. Anyone concerned with the issue can
visit the site to get involved.
On a wider scale, the Asia Foundation combats the issue not only in
Thailand, but in 11 ..:ountries across
Asia,
according
to
Asiafoundation.org. With 17 offices
and more than 50 years of fighting
injustice, the organization works like
a Washington D.C. interest group,
supporting
policymakers
and
counter-trafficking practitioners to
fight trafficking through governmental means.
But for now, an estimated 200,000
individuals per year become victims,
and Visetrojana still laments the status of her home country.
"I have always heard about for·
eigners," she said. "They think Thai
girls or Thai women are like prostitutes.... The definition of my country
or my city, Bangkok ... is like a negative word."
Casey Northcutt can be reached at
casey.northcutt@murraystate.edu.

Photo courtesy notfooal~mpatgn .org

'Not For Sale... theDocumentary' is directed and produced by Robert Marcarelli and
based on the book by David Batstone. The film investigates the modern slave trade and
Includes footage of trafficking operations.

would like to recognize the following sisters:
Newly Appointed Officers
President - Hillarie Shields

Executive V.P.- Elizabeth Lee
Recruitment V.P.- Lauren Bauer
Membership Education V.P. - Kristin Hendricks
V.P. Finance - Rachel Blackburn
Asst. Treasurer - Lauren Schmidt
Standards - Jessica Beaty
Social - Macy Hensley
Panhellenic Delegate - Miranda Turner
New Member Coordinator- Sarah Russell

Welcome Home, New Alphas!
Holly Fuqua
Aimee Anglin
Emily Blue
Anna Miller
Jessica Walker

Samantha Rosewell
Adrlanna Gamblin
Cassandra Walker
Lauren Klohr
Allison Brugge

Recording Secretary - Paula Cissell
Corresp!lnding Secretary - Alyssa
Reiman
Philanthropy - CC Lowe
Scholarship - Laura Breen
P.R.- Pam Myrick
Music - Autumn Grammer
Sports - Colleen Cambell
Guard - Alice Rogers
Spirit - Shelly Stiles

Deans List
Allison Anders
Joanle Balbach
Sarah Balbach
Carie Bradley
Lauren Breen
Zarah Calvin
Paula Cissell
Lindsey Davis
Hilary Edwards
Sarah Furtkamp
Kelly Harris
Kristin Hendricks

Meagan Hensley
Jessica Hildebrand
Whitney Kelsey
Elizabeth Murray
Julie Musko
Kelly Rottman
Hannah Speer
Miranda Turner
Allison Watkins
Kristina Whitehair
Leah Wood

Property Manager - Lindsay Burns
Historian - Lucy Love
Gift Mart - Whitney Robertson
Formal Recruitment - Becca Vance
Recruitment Info - Kristina Whitehair
Leadership - Kara Crawford
Panhellenic Officer -Lucy Love, Sec.
Panhellenic Reps. -Jessica Hildebrand &
Allison Watkins
Alumnae Relations - Allison Miller:

4.0 GPA's
Kayla Breen
Colleen Campbell
Sarah Cherry
Emily Christopher
Jennie Dickerson
Lindsey Franklin
Elalna Janes
Megan Waldrop

Thanks To Our Advisors
Beth Brockman
Alison Marshall

Amanda Russell
Jennifer Hunter

Wendy Tudor
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Exciting trilogy offers little substance
College Life Editor A shley
Edwards writes the movie reviews.

I·

"Take a deep breath," Hayden
Christensen says several times in his
new filin, "Jumper." You'll be holding it in suspense until the hour-anda-half film ends.
The film, which bit theaters last
Thursday, stars Christensen as
David Rice. David can teleport anywhere in the world, from Australian
beaches for a day of surfing, to Egypt
for a great view, to a stop at Hong
Kong, all in time to make it home for
bed.
This fllm is unlike others because
although Christensen's character
possesses a super power, he shows
no desire to use it for greater good.
At one point David even sees a news
broadcast about a dangerous flood
with the anchor saying "only a miracle" can save the people. He shrugs
it off before heading out for a onenight stand in England.
It's not until later when Griffin
(Jamie Bell), another jumper, comes
into the picture that we understand
what exactly a jumper is.
Griffin explains that he and David
are in the middle of an age-old war
between the paladins, led by Roland
(Samuel L. Jackson), and other
jumpers. It seems the paladins are

Photo courtesy movies.yahoo.com

Hayden Christensen and Rachel Bflson star In the new science fiction film"Jumper."
Christensen plays David, a younq man who can teleport
some so~t of religious group that
detests jumpers. Paladins believe
only God has the power to be everywhere and those that try to do the
same thing must die.

Yet, one never really understands
this battle or the rules of it throughout the entire film. Director Doug
Liman ("Mr. and Mrs. Smith") never
fully develops the plot, characters or

rules of the central battle.
We do get to sec more of Rachel
Bilson ("The O.C."), one of my
favorite actresses. as she plays
David's love interest, Millie.
David whisks Millie off to Rome
for an impressive first date, where
their relationship really heats up,
before David is almost killed by
some of Roland's colleagues.
Desperately trying to keep his
identity a secret and protect the
woman he loves, David promptly
sends Millie back to the states with
' no explanation.
David and Griffin decide to temporarily team up to take on Roland
and the paladins to snve themselves
and the ones they lov<.', or die trying.
The film is jam-packed with amazing special effects and exciting
around-the-world ch<tse sequences
that will hnvc viewers on the edge of
their scats.
Due to less-than-ideal character
development, howl'ver, viewers will
have trouble investing their emotions in the characters.
Christensen and Bilson both do a
great job with what they are given,
but it just isn't enough to grab viewers.
Christensen plays a self-absorbed,
tortured soul, who is neither good
nor evil and leaves viewers feeling
unsure whether they should root for

him or against him. Bilson exudes
girl-next-door sexiness but, as the
love interest of any superhero, she
receives little screen time and fails
to contribut<.' much to the story's
development.
At one point Bilson's character
says, "You don't have to tell me
everything," and later retracts the
statement to demand answers. You
will want the same thing from
Lim an.
There is good news in this madness, however. "Jumper" is based on ·
the novel by Steven Gould and is the
first installment of a trilogy. That
means answers should be on the
way. Let's just hope Liman presents
them a little more clearly next time.
"Jumper" definitely left a lot up in .
the air, but it was enough to have me
waiting in line at the box office for
the next films in the trilogy.
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.edwards®murraystate.edu.

Zero frame: Save your cash.
One frames: Catch it on TV if you're •
bored
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the box office •
Four frames: Future classic

Gatlinburg airs winter fun
Whitney Harrod
Staff writer

Gatlinburg, Tenn.
We're going over the river and through the
woods, but not to grandmother's house.
Only two miles long and five miles wide, the
charming town of
Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
offers beautiful
sight-seeing and
unique activities
in about a fivehour drive.
Why stay in
typical accommodations when you
can pay about the
same for a mountain retreat.
Consider renting one of the affordably priced
login cabins. In the winter season, The Villas of
Gatlinburg rents one-bedroom cabins starting
at $UO per night.
From now until Feb. 29, Gatlinburg celebrates the Smoky Mountain Wintcrfest. Listed
as one of the top 20 events by the Southeastern
Tourism Society, the town is transformed into
a winter wonderland with lighted displays.
While you're in the area of the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, begin with an automobile tour of the park where you will experience panoramic views, mountain streams. historic buildings and wildlife. You can also hike,
bike or in the warmer months, raft through
class five rapids.
You probably didn't know that the Smoky
Mountains are known as the salamander capital
of the world. With more than 30 salamander
species, you can observe these creatures
throughout the year.
About 1.500 black bears call the Smoky

Mountains home, and they can sometimes be
spotted in the area.
More than 2,000 miles of streams, complete
with cascades and waterfalls. exist in the Smokies. Consider hiking the 2.6-mile roundtrip trail
to Laurel Falls, one of the most popular natural
attractions in the park. Only a short drive from
downtown, you can climb the 80-foot high
waterfall.
Beginning in 2001, the park participated in an
experimental release of elk. The radio-collared
elks, currently sporting two-layered winter
coats, can be best viewed in the Cataloochee
area in the southeastern section of the park. '
Travel to OberGatlinburg via car, tramway
• or chairlift. The South's longest chairlift cost $8
per person for a round trip. The tramway holds
120 passengers and costs $9.50 per person.
Once you arrive in Ober you can take advantage of the cold weather. Ober features an
amusement park, skating rink and ski resort.
The indoor ice arena, including skate rental.
cost $8 per person.
Skiing and snow boarding starts at $28 with
additional costs for equipment rental If you
didn't bring your cold weather gear, don't
worry. Jacket and pant rentals cost $12. Helmet
rentals cost $8.
After your mountainous adventures, catch a
trolley ride through the uptown loop, the
national park and the arts and crafts community. Tickets range from $.50 - $2, depending on
the destination.
Take an old fashioned photo with friends at
Dixie's Old Time Photo. Located at 529 Parkway, you can dress up as a saloon girl or cowboy and get an antique photo made for about
$5.
Located at traffic light five, ride or walk
down to Ripley's Aquarium of the Smokies.
Open everyday except Monday from 9 a.m. to
ll p.m., the 1.4 million-gallon aquarium features

Photo courtesr

cluh~prl'exom

This Is one of the many affordable cabins you can rent for your stay in Gatlinburo. Tenn.
more than 10,000 exotic sea creatures. Adult
tickets cost $22.29.
Right outside of Gatlinburg lives its sister
city - Pigeon Forge. Here you can enjoy both a
great feast and a live show at Dolly Parton's
Dixie Stampede. For about $40, you can experience a four-course meal consisting of rotisserie
chicken, barbecue pork loin, vegetables and
homemade dessert. The patriotic-themed show
utilizes live animals, dramatic lighting and
pyrotechnics.
Pigeon Forge offers other fun secrets. If
you've ever wanted to go skydiving but just
didn't have the nerve. try indoor skydiving at
Flyaway Indoor Skydiving. Single flight prices
start at $29.95.
Gatlinburg also offers actual sky diving trips.

Whether you want to tandem skydive or brave :
the fall alone, prices range from $70 to $200.
Visit .s kydivesmokymountains.com for more
details and pricing.
Find out about other Gatlinburg attractions ,
1
at gatlinburg.com.
Every week the College life section provides fun and fru·
qat trip ideas. Clip out each week's destination and refer to
it when you qet in a rut and need to qet away or are itching
for an exciting adventure.
If you know of an interesting or entertaining event going '
on within a day's car nde, send your Cheap Trip information
and a phone number to whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
Also, if you qet a chance to qo to one of our Cheap Trip
destinations, send an e·mail to the above address to say
how it went. Safe travels!
'

MURRAY

CLASS I FIE l)S

Employment: A Summer Job At ·Kentucky
4-H Camps: Positions
are available as Camp
Manager; EMT; life·
guards; and instructors for swimming,
canoeing,
nature,
recreation,
rifle,
archery and high and
low ropes. Internships
are available. Watch
for our job postings
on Top Jobs website
at Career Services.
Deadline for application is March 7th. For
more information, visit
our
website
at
www.kentucky4h.org
and apply online at UK
jobs. We will be on
campus for the job fair
and interviews February 20!_h.
Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111 ,
mailed to Classifieds, do

The Murray State News,
2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071 ,
ore-mailed to
thenews®murraystate.edu
For more information
call 809-4478.
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Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer

Whitney Harrod
Staff writer
Willie Nelson said mamas shouldn't let
their babies grow up to be cowboys.
Willie was wrong.
This Wt!ckend. the Murray State rodeo
team will hold a barrel racing and team
roping competition at the Murray State
University Expo Center. From 6 to 9 p.m.
Friday, divisions will include training
barrels and trot polls for a $4 entry fee,
2D open polls for a $12 entry fee, 3D
youth barrels for a $12 entry fee and 3D
open barrels for a $17 entry fee.
The weekend's events will include
team roping, ladies' breakaway roping
and tie-down roping, all with varying
entrance fees. The three-day event will
feature a jackpot-style competition for
barrel racing, team roping and calf rop·
in g.
"When you compete and depending on
the number of people, you will get paid
back more money than you put down,"
Murray State rodeo team president,
Amber Boyers, junior from Poplar Bluff,
Mo., said. "The money you win dept•nds
on how many people compete and how
many places are availablt'."
The Murray State rodeo team, established in 1978, holds several jackpot
events throughout the ~emester to raise
money for the team's expenses and travel. The men's and women's teams. both
coached by ).D. Vanhooser, offer free
parking at the events taking place at the
Expo Center.
Beginning March 6, the Murray State
rodeo team
travel, horses in tow. to
five rodeo competitions in Mississippi,
Alabama and Tennessee. Last semester
the women's rodeo team stood in high

wm

Amember of the barrel racing team par·
ticipates in the barrel
racing event during
the Bull Blowout,
which took place in
the fall. The rodeo
team will host a barrel racing and team
roping competition
tonight.

In the eyes of some youth, there
is nobody cooler than a musician.
Whether you're idolizing a man
strumming a guitar or being
moved by a powerful drumbeat, it
seems everyone has once had the
dream of becoming a musical
hero.
A few students on campus are
taking their musical talents and
offering lessons to those interested in pursuing music. Flyers have
recently popped up on the crowded walls of Faculty Hall.
Scott Gibbs, senior from Mt.
Vernon. Ill., said he is offering
guitar lessons as well as voice
training. As a music education
major, Gibbs is offering what he
has learned to potential students.
Gibbs posted flyers in Faculty
Hall a month ago and said he has
received some interest.
"The students I've had so far
have been (beginner guitar) students, so you have to start with
the basics," Gibbs said.
Gibbs said be has been playing
guitar since he was in seventh
grade and has taken seven years
of lessons, which includes lessons
for classical guitar.
"My (older) brother played guitar and I picked it up from him."
Gibbs said. "I started taking
lessons from the same teacher (as
my brother) and the rest is history."
Gibbs said music runs in his
family, as both of his parents are
music teachers and his grandfather was in a band. His major has
a vocal emphasis, so Gibbs said he
would enjoy teaching voice
lessons to students as well as guitar.
''As far as (voice training goes).
everybody can make a sound,"
Gibbs sald. "It really depends on
the sound produced by the student. If they want to be trained
classically. then we'd start with
breathing lessons. It (would
depend on) how quickly they
develop the basic skills. If they
want to learn other styles of
singing. you can work the same
basics. Then, after that, the technique would change."
Gibbs said lessons would be $10
for 30-minutc sessions or $15·for
Caitlin Dunnagan!The NF.'ws I 45 minutes.

standings in the region.
Depending on the weather, Boyers said,
the team practices five days a week.
"For this coming weekend, barrel racing and the goat tying are the most popular events," Boyers said.
In barrel racing. traditionally a women's sport, the horse and rider must gallop around three evenly spaced barrels,
making sharp turns without overturning
the barrels. lbe rider who completes the
course with the fastest time wins the division. ·
ln team roping, the person who ties the
steer with the fastest ,average time will
win the jackpot, Devin James, sophomore
from Sikeston, Mo., said. Male and female
riders may compete together. One rider,
called the header, lassos the steer's horns,
while the other rider, called the heeler,
lassos the steer's hind legs.
"There's usually 100 to 200 teams in
each roping division." James said.
ln preparation for this and other Murray State rodeo events, the team cleans
and prepares the arena and acquires stock
for the roping divisions. The stock, calves
and steers are borrowed from local community members. In addition, every Murray State team member volunteers for the
event.·
In the fall, the team offered a full openrodeo event with bull and bronco riding.
A special-needs rodeo for children of Calloway County and surrounding counties
also took place in Novcmber.Last semester, professional huH rider Chance Smart,
ranked third in the world, offered a twoday bull riding clinic at the Expo Center.
Boyers said the team would like to offer
more events like this in the future.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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Scott Gibbs, senior from Mt Vernon, Ill., offers guitar lessons to students on campus. He charges $10 for 30-minute sessions or $15 for 45 minutes.
"I teach the lessons in the Old
Fine Arts building in the practice
rooms - it's on campus so people
don't have to drive anywhere,"
Gibbs said.
• Those interested in voice or
guitar lessons may contact Gibbs
at (270} 226-9070.
Evan O'Neal, junior from
Calvert City, Ky~ said he is offer·
ing drum lessons to potential
drummers. He has played drums
for 15 years.
"I was going to concerts :ll age
six and seven," O'Neal said. "Just
listening to music at home. I naturally got hooked."
This is not the first time O'Neal
has taught drums.
"During high school I was in
marching band," O'Neal said. "1
was captain of the drum line and
section leader, so it ~ecmed like I

was alwa)'S teaching somebody
something. rvc been playing so
long. it comes naturally to teach.''
With experience in marching
band, concert band and jazz band.
O'Neal said he is offering whate\'·
er students want to learn as long
as they provide their own instruments.
"I don't currently have a drum
set that's portable, so if anybody
wants lessons. they'd have to have
their own (equipment),'' O'Neal
said. "Traditionally. it's a typical
rock band drum set, but I know
anything and everything about
marching and concert percussion
as well."
O'Neal offers half-hour lessons
for $10 or an hour for $15. He can
be contacted at (270) 49.3·0271.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlottc.kylc@murrilystatc.edu.
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Greek organizations fundraise for Special Olympics
Ashley Benson
Staff writer
Members from Murray
State's Greek system are
breaking out their swimsuits a
little early this year. The
coolest event, by far, in Ken·
tucky is underway and partie·
ipants are bearing the bitter
cold for a good cause.
The Polar Bear Plunge is an
annual event sponsored by
Special Olympics Kentucky.
This year. members from
Alpha Sigma Alpha and Sigma
Phi Epsilon will become
"polar bears" to help raise
money for the Special
Olympics.
According to the Special
Olympics Kentucky Web site,
more than 2,100 participants,
or polar bears, took the
plunge last year at five different sites around Kentucky.
They helped raise nearly ·
$475,000 to support sports
training and competition
opportunities for children
and adults with intellectual
disabilities throughout the·
state.
Last year, ASA participated
in the plunge at Waterfront

Wharf in Louisville, Ky. The
ASA ladies were one of sever·
al teams in Louisville who
dove into the Ohio River at
freezing temperatures to
show their support for the
Special Olympics.
Mary Moreland, senior
from Versailles, Ky., was
among the polar bears who
plunged into the freezing
cold.
"The Polar Bear Plunge got
such of an amazing response,"
Moreland said. "We were
among rows and rows of people who all shared the common goal of raising money for
the Special Olympics. It was
a great feeling."
The Waterfront Wharf hap·
pened to be the site that
raised the most money in
2007, with a total of $300,000
being donated to the Special
Olympics.
This site also hosted a
SuperPlunge, where four
brave "polar bears" dived into
the Ohio River once an hour
for 24 hours. They raised over
$13,000 on their own.
The Polar Bear Plunge is
new to Sig Ep. but the men arc
familiar with the technique.

The event resembles a different fundraising dive that
occurs in Paducah, Ky., every
year.
Michael Watson. senior
from Jackson. Tenn., and vice
president of communications
for Sig Ep, was among last
year's participants in this sim·
ilar
event
called
the
Snowflake Splash.
"Sig Eps did Snowflake
Splash last year in Paducah
that helped fund handicapaccessible parks and playgrounds in the area," Watson
said. "We decided we wanted
to do something with other
Greeks this year, and we
knew that the Alpha Sigs did
Polar Bear Plunge last year. so
we joined with them for that
event this year."
Before taking the plunge,
teams raise money to donate
to the Special Olympics.
"Each person needs to raise
· a minimum of $50," Watson
said. "We work as a group as
well as individually by having
events like rebate nights or
finding private companies to
donate for the cause."
Megan Sommer. a junior
from Mascoutah, Ill., and phil-

Photo courtesy of Kelly Kurzendoerter

Members of AlphaSloma Alpha prepare for the cool temperatures of the water before the Polar Bear PlunQe
last year at Waterfront Wharf In Louisville, Ky. This Is the first year for the Sl9 Eps to participate.
anthropy chair for ASA, is
new to the Polar Bear Plunge
this year but said she is will·
ing to bear the bitter cold for
the Special Olympics.
"This event is special to us
because the Special Olympics
is our nat.ional philanthropy,"

Sommer said. "I didn't jump
last year, but it should be
exciting. We have a specific
jump time. our team of 15
jumps in the Ohio, then we
have a bot tub waiting for us
to warm us up."
ASA and Sig Ep will both be

jumping at the Louisville site
for the plunge this year. The
event is Feb. 23 at the Water·
front Wharf on the Ohio
River.
Ashley H~nson can be
reached at ashley.henson@
murraystate.edu.

WKMS' celebrates Black History Month through weekly programs
Cody Arant

tory Week was started by Omega Psi
Phi. Carter Woodson discovered the
celebration in 1926 and offered to
expand it under the banner of AfroAmericans for the Study of Afro·
American History.
Woodson, a historian, was sad·
dened by the lack of attention black
historical figures received, according
to the Web site. He founded Negro
History Week to draw attention to
the contributions black people have
made throughout American history.
Negro History Week was held on the
second week of February because it
marks the birthdays of Frederick
Douglass and Abraham Lincoln.
February marks several other
important dates in black history
including the birthday of W. E. B.
DuBois, the passage of the 15th
Amendment granting blacks the
right to vote, the foundation of the

Staff writer
This February marks the 32nd·
annual celebration of Black History
Month. Murray State University
radio station WKMS has observed
the tradition with a series of programs held every Monday at noon.
The programs have been spon·
sored in part by the United
Methodist Churches of Downtown
Paducah, Ky., the Hopkins County·
Madisonville Public Library and
the Madisonville-Hopkins County
branch of the NAACP.
Black History Month was estab·
lishcd in 1976 by Afro-Americans for
the Study of Afro-American History,
according to an article on info·
please.com.
The celebration was an expansion
of Negro History Week. Negro His·

National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,and
the death of Malcolm X.
The series, which includes documentaries and musical programs, is a
first for WKMS.
"You never hear much about the
local aspect of Black History
Month." Chad Lampe, news director
for WKMS, said. "It's definitely good
to be highlighting the local aspect.
You always see the national pro·
grams on bigger stations, so this is
good."
On Feb. 4, WKMS featured an
hour-long documentary "Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s Path to Nonvio·
lence." The program detailed how
King became one of the great moral
and political pbilo!!ophers of the
20th century.
The program featured interviews
with Yolanda King, King's eldest

daughter. Yolanda King made it her
personal mission to inspire positive
social change and world peace.
On Feb. ll, WKMS presented an
hour-long music history feature
called "Swingtime.'' The program
mixed swing music of the Depression Era with profiles of three of the
era's most famous bands, as well as
interviews with band members.
The documentary, !'The Last Let·
ter Home," aired Feb. 18. This radio
drama detailed the experiences of
the fttst desegregated fighter groups
of the U.S. Army. The 332nd air·
borne, known as the Tuskegee Air·
men. paved the way for the integra·
tion of the entire U.S. military.
The program also featured inter·
views with retired Lt. Col. John
Mosley, a member of the Tuskegee
Airmen.
Monday at noon WKMS will air a

retrospective piece reflecting on its
coverage of the history and achieve·
ments of black communities in its
broadcast area.
WKMS Station Manager Kate
Lochte said the program represents a
major undertaking for the station.
The work of several producers will
be showcased, including several stu·
dent interns.
Also on Monday. the Marvin D.
Mills Multicultural Center is hosting
a complimentary continental breakfast at 8:30 in the Curris Center
Large Ballroom. The breakfast is
open to everyone. The featured
speaker is the Rev. Donald Woll·
ridge of Louisville, Ky. The break·
fast is sponsored in part by the City
of Murray Civil RJghts Commission
and Kappa Alpha Psi.
Cody Arant can be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
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HomBGit IDB
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED
ome
y ce, we o er ex1 e
scheduling to meet your needs. Work PT
now and FT In the summer. It's the
PERFECT job for college students. We
are currently seeking applicants for our
route delivery positions. Requirements
are a good driving record, good attitude,
and reliable transportation to and from
work. You will be delivering ice to our
established customer base using our
delivery vehicles. Experience is not necessary. We specialize in training college
students. We have over 40 locations
throughout the Midwest, so if you're
going home for the summer, we can find
a place for you in your hometown .

For more information or online a
c ec us out at:
www.homecltyice.com
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Scouting
Report
MUR
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72.5
+4.2
6751380
.489
149 399
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5.7
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33.9
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65.1
0.8
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.420
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.336
7.0
356 481
.740
811
311
2.1
318
12.2
345
13.3
+1.7
0.9
183
7.0
86
3.3
54,991
12 4,230

TEAM STATISTICS
SCORING............................
Points per game...........
Scoring margin..............
FIELD GOALS ATT...............
Field goal pet..............
3 POINT FG ATT................
3 point FG pet..............
3 pt FG made per game.......
FREE THROWS ATT...............
Free throw pet..............
REBOUNDS.. _.......•..-....
Rebounds per game...........
Rebounding margin............
ASSISTS.......................
Assists per game............
TURNOVERS.....................
Turnovers per game..........
Turnover margin.............
Assist/turnover ratio.......
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Steals per game.............
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Blocks per game.............
ATTENDANCE....................
Home games Avg/Game..........
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ReCJional Special Events Center

ReCJional Special Events Center
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Billy
Kennedy
Head Coach
2nd season

Jody Adams
Head Coach
1st season

Projected StartinCJ Lineup

Numerical Roster

Scouting
Report

Projected StartinCJ Lineup

11

4

20

23

Bruce
Carter
Guard

Tyler
Holloway
Guard

Alaina Lee
Guard

Ashley Hayes
Guard/Forward

10

12

43

Kevin
Thomas
Guard

Danero
Thomas
Forward

Tony
Easley
Forward
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Numerical Roster
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Shaleea
Petty
Guard

Amber
Guffey
Guard

AnCJela
Brown
Center
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